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Abstract
We propose orthogonal inductive matrix completion (OMIC), an interpretable approach to
inductive matrix completion based on a sum of multiple orthonormal side information, together
with nuclear-norm regularisation. The approach allows us to inject prior knowledge about the
eigenvectors of the ground truth matrix. We optimize the approach by a provably converging
algorithm, which optimizes all components of the model simultaneously. Our method is enjoys
distribution-free learning guarantees that improve with the quality of the injected knowledge. As
a special case of our general framework, we study a model consisting of a sum of user and item
biases (generic behaviour), a non-inductive term (specific behaviour), and an inductive term using
side information. Our theoretical analysis shows that -recovering the ground truth matrix requires
at most O
(
n+m+(
√
n+
√
m)
√
mnrC
2
)
entries, where r (resp. C) is the rank (resp. maximum entry)
of the bias-free part of the ground truth matrix. We analyse the performance of OMIC on several
synthetic and real datasets. On synthetic datasets with a sliding scale of user bias relevance, we
show that OMIC better adapts to different regimes than other methods and can recover the ground
truth. On real life datasets containing user/items recommendations and relevant side information,
we find that OMIC surpasses the state of the art, with the added benefit of greater interpretability.
1 Introduction and related work
Matrix completion, the problem of recovering the missing entries of a partially observed matrix, has
found application in a wide range of domains. As examples consider the following. (1) A streaming
provider recommends movies to its users, based on an incomplete database of user-movie ratings. (2)
A social network wants to find missing links in their friendship network. (3) A chemical producer
wants to predict interactions of chemical compounds from a subset of known pairwise interactions.
These examples—from the domains of recommender systems [Kang et al., 2016, Koren et al., 2009],
social network analysis [Hsieh et al., 2012], and chemical engineering [Jirasek et al., 2020]—highlight
the wide range of applications of matrix competition. For simplicity, we use movie recommendation
as running example here, so the data consists of user-movie ratings. It should be clear that, more
generally, we can work with type1-type2 pairs, depending on the application, e.g., user-item, user-user,
compound-compound, etc.
∗The first two authors contributed equally to this work.
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To recover missing entries of a matrix, it is necessary to make an assumption on the structure of
the ground truth matrix. The most common assumption is that the matrix is of low rank. However,
optimally approximating the observed entries whilst minimizing the rank is NP hard. The Soft Impute
algorithm [Mazumder et al., 2010] bypasses this difficulty by using the nuclear norm as a regularizer.
Not only does Soft Impute work well in practice, it also enjoys favorable theoretical guarantees: only a
small number of known entries is required to recover the underlying low-rank matrix exactly [Candès
and Tao, 2010, Candès and Recht, 2009] or approximately [Keshavan et al., 2009, Koltchinskii et al.,
2011] from noisy entries.
In practical applications, the following refinements may help the performance of classic recom-
mender systems. (1) Incorporating user bias [Aggarwal, 2016, Bell et al., 2007]. Some users may
generally be more critical than others. This means they tend to give lower ratings than other users,
regardless of the movie. Moreover, some movies are intrinsically better than others, so they receive
more favorable ratings. Previous work incorporated user and movie bias in a pre-processing step, and
then trained matrix completion on the residuals. (2) Incorporating side information. For movies, we
find plenty of side information (genre, staring actors, director, reviews, etc.) on the web, and we might
have access to user attributes (age, gender, etc.), from which we can derive clusters of users (community
information). Inductive matrix completion (IMC) [Zhong et al., 2019] uses such side information to
guide the prediction of the user-movie ratings. IMC, which is backed up by well developed learning
theory [Zhang et al., 2018, Herbster et al., 2019, Menon and Elkan, 2011, Chen et al., 2012, Jain and
Dhillon, 2013], can be applied also to new users with no ratings, but for which side information is given.
In this work, we introduce orthogonal inductive matrix completion (OMIC), a method that incor-
porates all the above features into one model, for which training is performed jointly. We model the
user rating as a sum of user bias, movie quality, the side information score, and the user-movie specific
match. That is
fi,j = c+ ui +mj + x
>
i Myj + zi,j , (1)
where c is a constant, ui and mj are the unknown user bias and movie quality, xi and yj are known side-
information vectors of the ith user and jth movie, respectively, and M and Z = (zi,j) are parameter
matrices to which nuclear norm regularisation is applied. We optimize the parameters u = (ui),
m = (mj), M , and Z jointly in one problem.
Furthermore, we require the terms of the sum in (1) to live in separate, mutually orthogonal
subspaces. This has two advantages. First, training can be performed for all components simultaneously,
as we will show. Second, the variables in (1) admit interpretation. This is because any ground truth
matrix can be represented uniquely (thanks to the orthogonality condition) through (1). We thus interpret
the magnitude of the summands in (1) as their relevance to model. For instance, this implies that the
user-movie match Z is free of any behaviour that could be interpreted as user bias or movie quality.
Formally, our general model’s predictors have the following form:
F = (fi,j) =
K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
X(k)M (k,l)(Y (l))>, (2)
which contains (1) as special case (cf. Figure 1). Here X(1), . . . , X(K) and Y (1), . . . , Y (L) are auxiliary
matrices. For instance, if we set X as the identity matrix and Y as a column matrix of all 1’s, then
the matrix XMY > has the user biases as entries: XiMY >j = ui for all j. If we set both X and Y as
identity matrices, we obtain the user-movie specific match XiMY >j = zi,j . To ensure the uniqueness
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Figure 1 – Visualisation of interpretable inductive matrix completion. The model is a sum of matrix
terms, each of the form XMY >. This means each combination of X and Y gives rise to a term in the
sum. We interpret the magnitude of this term as its relevance to the prediction.
of the decomposition (2) and thus enable interpretability, we require from the auxiliary matrices that the
columns of (X(1), . . . , X(K)) and (Y (1), . . . , Y (L)), respectively, form orthonormal bases.
Our contributions can be summarised as follows:
1. We propose orthogonal inductive matrix completion (OMIC), a new learning algorithm for matrix
completion, which gives rise to interpretable solutions, for instance, in terms of the amount of
user bias, movie quality, and community effects in a learned matrix.
2. We propose an efficient optimization algorithm, for which we prove convergence and give upper
bounds on its convergence rate.
3. We prove generalisation bounds for our model, without making any assumption about the sampling
distribution. The better the model matches the ground truth, the tighter the bounds. We prove that
OMIC provides an asymptotically consistent estimate of the importance of each component of
the model, thus yielding theoretically sound interpretations.
4. Our empirical analysis shows that OMIC exhibits better performance and flexibility across the
whole spectrum of varying quality of side information. On a large array of real data, OMIC
surpasses the state of the art in terms of accuracy, with the added benefit of interpretability.
1.1 Related work
The idea of training user biases, either as a preprocessing step or jointly with a model was frequent in
the pre-SoftImpute days [Aggarwal, 2016, Bell et al., 2007].
In Gaillard and Renders [2015], time dependent user and item biases were incorporated into a
maximum margin matrix factorisation framework 1 with both the biases and the low rank residual
continuously retrained alternatingly to account for the time variations.
The idea of training a side information term XMY > jointly with a residual term Z was expressed
in Chiang et al. [2018], which is the most related paper to ours. We note only this specific case was
studied there, and that no orthogonality/interpretability constraint was imposed, and thus no imputation
1A close cousin of nuclear norm minimisation, cf. appendix for details.
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algorithm was developed (alternating optimisation and gradient descent were used). Furthermore, the
generalisation bounds obtained present differences due to the special nature of our side information.
In Liu et al. [2013], another matrix factorisation approach was provided to cluster users based on
side information. In Tasissa and Lai [2018] and Zhong et al. [2019], the authors study a model equivalent
to a single inductive matrix completion term with non orthogonal side information and prove bounds
in the uniform sampling regime. None of these works contain either a sum of IMC terms, cross-term
orthogonality constraints such as ours, user/item biases, or any distribution-free generalisation bounds.
In Chen and Li [2017], the authors perform non negative matrix completion with multiple sources of
side information through a regularisation based approach different form the IMC setting.Very recently,
progress was made in the direction of matrix completion with side information with the need to extract
features jointly through a shallow network Zhong et al. [2019]. This opens up an interesting new avenue
of research for matrix completion methods such as ours, which could perhaps be further combined with
these techniques in the future.
A (much) more detailed literature review is provided in the Appendix.
2 Description of the model and optimization procedure
We always assume that we have an m× n matrix R whose entries are partially revealed to us. In this
section we assume that the entries are observed without noise for notational simplicity2, whilst in the
theoretical results from the next section, we will deal with the more general case of noisy observations.
The set of revealed entries is denoted by Ω ⊂ {1, 2, . . . ,m}×{1, 2, . . . , n}, and the projection on the set
of matrices with all entries on Ω⊥ being zero by PΩ, with PΩ⊥ defined similarly. We denote the matrix
of observed entries by RΩ. The columns of the auxiliary matrices are assumed to form an orthonormal
basis of their respective spaces, i.e.
∑m
i=1X
k1
i,j1
Xk2i,j2 = δk1,k2δj1,j2 (and
∑m
i=1 Y
l1
i,j1
Y l2i,j2 = δl1,l2δj1,j2),
and spank,j(X
k. ,j) = Rm (and spanl,j(Y l. ,j) = Rn).
2.1 Orthogonal multiple inductive matrix completion
The general form of the optimization problem we consider is as follows:
min L(RΩ,M,Λ) with (3)
L(RΩ,M,Λ) =
K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
λk,l‖M (k,l)‖∗ + 1
2
∑
(i,j)∈Ω
`
Ri,j ,
 K,L∑
k=1,l=1
X(k)M (k,l)(Y (l))>

i,j
 .
In the practical implementations and algorithm, ` is set to the square loss: `(x, x′) = |x− x′|2.
We note that our orthogonality constraints offer the additional advantage of interpretability: it
is easy to check that the spaces
{
X(k)M(Y (l))>
∣∣M ∈ Rd(k)1 ×d(l)2 } are orthogonal with respect to
the Frobenius inner product. Thus, each ground truth matrix R has a unique representation R =∑K
k=1
∑L
l=1X
(k)R(k,l)(Y (l))>. The nuclear norms
∥∥X(k)R(k,l)(Y (l))>∥∥∗ = ∥∥R(k,l)∥∥∗ can be inter-
preted as the relative importance of the auxiliary pairs X(k), Y (l). Furthermore, the tuning of the
coefficients λk,l can be assisted by human knowledge and guesses. In particular, we can dramatically
reduce our cross validation needs by tying many parameters with each other and setting parameters
corresponding to easy to learn quantities such as user/community biases to zero.
2Algorithmic aspects are unchanged
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2.2 A noteworthy example: jointly trained user/item biases (BOMIC)
One notable example of this setting provides a way to train a low rank matrix completion model
together with user biases, as discussed in the introduction: if we set X(1) = ( 1√
m
, . . . , 1√
m
)>, Y (1) =
( 1√
n
, 1√
n
, . . . , 1√
n
)> and set X(2) (resp. Y (2)) to be the orthogonal complement of X(1) (resp. Y (1)) in
Rm (resp. Rn), then this model is equivalent to optimizing a prediction function fi,j = c+ui+mj+Si,j
where S is constrained to have columns and rows summing to zero, and the regularizer is
λ1|c|+ λ2‖u‖2 + λ3‖m‖2 + λ4‖S‖∗.
One would typically set λ2 = λ3 and λ1 = 0.
Here, the terms X(1)M (1,1)(Y (1))> and X(1)M (1,2)(Y (2))> +X(2)M (2,1)(Y (1))>, correspond to
a general, matrix wise bias, and a combination of user/item specific biases respectively. Meanwhile, the
term X(2)M (2,2)(Y (2))> represents purely bias-free low rank effects: an entry of X(2)M (2,2)(Y (2))>
will be large if the item and user are particularly well fitted to each other, independently of the general
appeal of either user or item. This can be particularly interesting in terms of interpretability, or if each
user must be paired with a single item.
We refer to this particular case of our model as BOMIC (Bias-OMIC).
2.2.1 BOMIC+
We note briefly that several variations of the ideas for the construction of the auxiliary matrices X(k) and
Y (l) as above are useful in practice. BOMIC+, a particular case of the previous method, incorporates
side information. Given the side information matrices X and Y we define our auxiliary matrices X(k)
and Y (l) as follows:
• X(1) and Y (1) are constructed as in the case of BOMIC (2.2);
• The columns of X(2) (resp. Y (2)) form an orthonormal basis of the space {v ∈ span(X) :
〈v,X(1)〉 = 0} (resp. {v ∈ span(Y ) : 〈v, Y (1)〉 = 0}), where span(X) (resp. span(Y )) denotes
the span of the columns of X (resp. Y ).
• Finally, the columns ofX(3) (resp. Y (3)) form an orthonormal basis of the orthogonal complement
of the columns of (X,X(1)) (resp. Y, Y (1)) in Rm (resp. Rn).
Note that with this set up, BOMIC+ incorporates both user and item biases, as well as an inductive
term corresponding to the side information present in X and Y . If the side information comes from
community memberships, we have X(1) = (1/
√
m, . . . , 1/
√
m), Y (1) = (1/
√
n, . . . , 1/
√
n), the
columns of X(2) (resp.Y (2)) form an orthonormal basis of the complement of X(1) (resp. Y (1)) in
the span of the indicator functions of communities, and the columns of X(3) (resp. Y (3)) form an
orthonormal basis of the complement of the indicator functions of communities in Rm (resp. Rn).
2.3 Optimization algorithm
In this Subsection, we propose an iterative imputation algorithm to solve the problem (3) with the square
loss. The first step is to have a method to solve (3) in the case where Ω = {1, 2, . . . ,m}×{1, 2, . . . , n},
the so called fully known case. Then the final solution can be obtained iteratively using this method.
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2.3.1 The fully known case
Recall the singular value thresholding operator Sλ from Mazumder et al. [2010] and Donoho [1995],
which is defined by Sλ(Z) =
∑r
i=1(λi − λ)+viw>i , where Z =
∑r
i=1 λiviw
>
i is the singular value
decomposition (SVD) of Z.
In our case, we now introduce the Generalised singular value thresholding operator SΛ, which, for
any set of parameters Λ = (λk,l) k≤K
l≤L
, and for auxiliary matrices X(k), Y (l), is defined by
SΛ(Z) =
K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
X(k)Sλk,l(M
(k,l))(Y (l))>, (4)
where Z =
∑K
k=1
∑L
l=1X
(k)M (k,l)(Y (l))>.
Note that SΛ(Z) is well-defined since the spaces Sk,l =
{
X(k)M(Y (l))>
} ⊂ Rm×n are orthogonal
with respect to the Frobenius inner product, and in particular, linearly independent.
Proposition 2.1. The definition in equation (4) is equivalent to the following:
SΛ(Z) =
K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
X(k)Sλk,l
(
(X(k))>ZY (l)
)
(Y l)>. (5)
Furthermore, Z˜ = SΛ(Z) is the solution to the following optimization problem:
min
1
2
‖Z˜ − Z‖2Fr +
K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
∥∥∥(X(k))>ZY (l)∥∥∥
∗
, (6)
or equivalently
min
1
2
‖Z˜ − Z‖2Fr +
K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
∥∥∥M (k,l)∥∥∥
∗
, (7)
subject to Z˜ =
K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
X(k)M (k,l)(Y (l))>. (8)
2.3.2 The OMIC algorithm
For any fixed set of hyperparameters Λ, the final solution to the optimization problem (3) is obtained
iteratively: at each step a target matrix is constructed by setting the entries of Ω to the observed values
and imputing the values of the previous iteration on the entries of Ω⊥, and the fully known case (2.1) is
applied to reach the next iterate. This algorithm converges for any initial (0th iteration) matrix.
However, if several values of Λ must be calculated, we can use warm starts to improve efficiency. The
algorithm below does this in the case where the range of values for Λ is a product V = ∏k,l Vk,l where
the Vk,l are finite sets of candidate values for λk,l (ordered in increasing or decreasing order): initial
estimates of Mk,l for each value of λk,l are calculated by setting each λk′,l′ to zero for k′ 6= k, l′ 6= l
and solving the full problem (3) in this case. Furthermore, each of those sets of Mk,l are calculated
using warm starts along the sequence of λk,l ∈ Vk,l. In the algorithm below, for any real number λ,
pk,l(λ) is the set of hyperparameters Λ with Λk,l = λ and Λk′,l′ = 0 otherwise. Note also that the
algorithm below depends on the auxiliary matrices X(k) and Y (l) through the generalised singular value
thresholding operator SΛ, defined in equation (4) above.
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Algorithm OMIC: minL(RΩ,M,Λ)
INPUT: V = ∏k,l Vk,l, observed entries RΩ, tolerance 
OUTPUT:ZΛ, and M (Λ)k,l ∀k ≤ K, l ≤ L, o ≤ O, for all Λ ∈ V
1: for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} do
2: for l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L} do
3: Initialise Zold ← 0
4: for λ ∈ Vk,l do
5: repeat
6: Znew ← Spk,l(λ)
(
RΩ + PΩ⊥(Z
old)
)
7: if ‖Z
new−Zold‖Fr
‖Zold‖Fr ≤  then
8: b = 1
9: end if
10: Zold ← Znew
11: until b = 1
12: Zk,l,λ ← Znew
13: end for
14: end for
15: end for
16: for Λ ∈ V do
17: Zold ←∑K,Lk,l=1 Zk,l,λk,l
18: repeat
19: Znew ← SΛ
(
RΩ + PΩ⊥(Z
old)
)
20: if ‖Z
new−Zold‖Fr
‖Zold‖Fr ≤  then
21: b = 1
22: end if
23: Zold ← Znew
24: until b = 1
25: ZΛ ← Znew
26: end for
2.3.3 Convergence guarantees
We will now note that this algorithm enjoys convergence guarantees. In this case, we fix a Λ and assume
that we perform the iterative imputation procedure in the algorithm above starting from Z0 = 0, with
(for each i ≥ 0)
Zi+1 = SΛ
(
PΩ(R) + PΩ⊥(Z
i)
)
. (9)
We have the following two results, whose proofs are left to the Appendix:
Theorem 2.1. The sequenceZi defined in (9) converges to the solutionZ of the optimization problem (3)
with the squared loss.
Theorem 2.2. For every fixed Λ, the sequence Zi has the following worst case asymptotic convergence:
L(Zi)− L(Z∞) ≤ ‖Z
0 − Z∞‖2Fr
i+ 1
. (10)
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3 Generalisation bounds
In this Section, we prove some generalisation bounds for our model. We take a distribution-free
approach, meaning that we do not assume anything about the sampling distribution. In particular, the
bounds behave worse than the corresponding bounds under uniform sampling assumptions such as the
ones in the celebrated works [Candès and Recht, 2009, Candès and Tao, 2010].
This approach is most relevant to our setting for the following reason. What makes the celebrated
bounds in Candès and Recht [2009] and Candès and Tao [2010] particularly remarkable is that they are
so tight: they behave like O˜(nr) where n is the dimension of the matrix and r is the rank. In the rank 1
case, this is barely enough entries to make sure each column is sampled at least once, and it is clear
in general that those rates are optimal even if the eigenvectors are known in advance. In particular, it
is not possible to show an improvement from the side information in that case, except for logarithmic
terms. In contrast, the best bounds in the distribution free case can behave as badly as O(n3/2r) (which
is tight in the general case, cf. Shamir and Shalev-Shwartz [2011]), and improve with the quality of the
side information. Furthermore, as demonstrated in the synthetic data experiments, the superiority of our
techniques compared to a non joint model treating the side information terms as preprocessing steps is
particularly marked in the case of biased distributions.
Notation: In this Section, we assume the entries are sampled with i.i.d. noise, so that observations
of entry Ri,j are of the form Ri,j + δi,j for δi,j ∼ ∆i,j for some noise distribution ∆i,j3. Thus,
N i.i.d. observations indexed by α ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} are denoted by Riα,jα + δα where (iα, jα) is
the α’th i.i.d. choice of entry, and each δα is drawn from ∆iα,jα independently. The loss function
` : R × R → R+ is bounded by a constant B, with Lipschitz constant bounded by L`4. For all
k ≤ K, l ≤ L, i ≤ m, j ≤ n, we will write xki (resp. ykj ) for the ith row (resp. jth column) of
the matrix X(k) (resp. Y (l) ), X (k) for maxmi=1 ‖xki ‖2 = maxmi=1 ‖X(k)i, . ‖2 and Y(l) for maxni=1 ‖yli‖2.
For a predictor f : {1, 2, . . . ,m} × {1, 2, . . . , n} → R, we will write R(f) for the expected risk
E(i,j)∼D(`(f(i, j), Ri,j + δi,j) and Rˆ(f) for the empirical risk (1/N)
∑N
α=1 `(f(i, j), Riα,jα + δα).
Table (2) in the Appendix summarizes all the notations used in this paper.
3.1 General results
Our first main Theorem is a high probability global bound on the difference between the empirical and
expected risks valid for all predictors satisfying suitable norm conditions:
Theorem 3.1. Assume wlog that m ≥ n. With probability≥ 1− δ over the draw of the observed entries
Ω, every set of matrices matrices M = (M (1,1), . . . ,M (K,L)) satisfies
|R(fM )− Rˆ(fM )| ≤
K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
2 log
[(
2 + ‖M (k,l)‖∗
)
(2 + Uk,l)
]
+B
√
log(1/δ)
2M
+
L,K∑
k,l=1
min

√√√√√18(‖M (k,l)‖∗ + 1)(Uk,l + 1)CL2`
[√
d
(k)
1 +
√
d
(l)
2
]
c2N
, (‖Mk,l‖∗ + 1)L`XkYl
√
2
N
 ,
3Furthermore, Ri,j and ∆i,j are defined so that Ri,j = arg miny Eδi,j (`(Ri,j + δi,j , y)).
4These conditions are satisfied, for instance, for a hinge loss which could be used to estimate the probability of predicting
within a given accuracy, or for the squared loss if one additionally assumes a fixed upper bound on all entries and predictions
(which is a reasonable assumption in practice)
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where Uk,l = maxi,j
∣∣(X(k)M (k,l)(Y (l))>)i,j∣∣.
In particular, let us consider the above setting where the data is noisy observation of a ground
truth matrix R. Recall that for all i, j Ri,j = arg miny Eδi,j (`(Ri,j + δi,j , y))5, and let us write
E(i,j)∼D(`(Ri,j + δi,j , Ri,j)) = E . We can write R uniquely as R =
∑K
k=1
∑L
l=1X
(k,l)R(k,l)(Y (k,l))>
for some matrices R(k,l) ∈ Rd(k)1 ×d(l)2 . Choose someMk,l and Uk,l such that ‖R(k,l)‖∗ ≤ Mk,l and
maxi,j |R(k,l)i,j | ≤ Uk,l for all k, l. Let fˆ be the solution to the optimization problem
min Rˆ(f) s.t. ∀k, l, f =
∑
k,l
(X(k)M (k,l)(Y (l))>); ‖M (k,l)‖∗ ≤Mk,l; and Uk,l ≤ Uk,l. (11)
W.p. ≥ 1− δ, the excess risk R(fˆ)− E is bounded above by
2
∑
k,l
min
(√
(18/c2N)Mk,lUk,lCL2`
[√
d
(k)
1 +
√
d
(l)
2
]
, L`Mk,lXkYl
√
2
N
)
+ 2B
√
log(1/δ)
2N
.
(12)
Here, C and c are universal constants, see the Appendix for more details.
Note that our result differs from the results in other references in key aspects. Firstly, our result ap-
plies to an arbitrary sum of side information terms, whilst the results in Chiang et al. [2018], Shamir and
Shalev-Shwartz [2011] only apply to specific cases. Secondly, the first argument of the minimum in our
bound is novel even in the setting of a single orthogonal IMC term. Indeed, in previous references Chi-
ang et al. [2018] and Shamir and Shalev-Shwartz [2011], the bound
√
(9/N)MBCL` [
√
m+
√
n]on
the Rademacher complexity is shown for an arbitrary matrix (without side information). Our bound
takes the side information into account and presents a factor of [
√
d1 +
√
d2], instead of [
√
m+
√
n], a
significant improvement which is derived from the orthogonality of the side information and requires
adaptations to the proofs (the extra factor of
√
2/c is a result of those modifications). Note that in the
case of identity side information, the bound is tight, as was shown in Shamir and Shalev-Shwartz [2011]
and in Appendix C.5.1.
In the appendix, we show variations of the above result. In particular, further leveraging the
assumption of boundedness of the ground truth entries, we can show a result with more explicit
dependence on the dimensions of the auxiliary matrices.
Theorem 3.2. Assume also that the ground truth R is such that |((X(k))>RY (l))i,j | ≤ Ck,l for some
constants Ck,l, and the rank of R = (X(k))>RY (l) is bounded by rk,l for all r. Then the solution to the
optimisation problem (11) with suitable norm constraints6 satisfies, with probability ≥ 1− δ,
R(fˆ) ≤ 2B
√
log(1/δ)
2N
+ ∆ + 2
∑
k,l

√√√√√18BCL`Ck,l
√
d
(k)
1 d
(l)
2 rk,l
[√
d
(k)
1 +
√
d
(l)
2
]
c2N minmi=1 ‖xi‖2 minni=1 ‖yi‖2
,
 .
5This can be viewed as a definition of Ri,j
6Like in previous work such as Chiang et al. [2018], we assume that suitable constraints on the nuclear norms are
determined through cross validation. Alternatively, it is trivial to modify the bounds to make them express the generalisation
gap (not the excesss risk) in terms of the norms of the solution, at the cost of extra log terms.
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Illustration of bounds on a simple example:
To understand the above bounds even better, we consider a very specific case where the unknown
matrix R ∈ Rn×n is observed without noise, and is rank three, with the decomposition R = µ1nv1w>1 +
µ2nv2w
>
2 + µ3nv3w
>
3 , where v1, v2, v3, w1, w2, w3 are normed, with v1,⊥ v2 ⊥ v3 ∧ w1 ⊥ w2 ⊥ w3,
and v1, w1, v2 are known whilst µ1, µ2, w2, v3, w3 are unknown7.
We assume that the vectors v1, v2, w1, w2 all have entries with ratios within θ, i.e. supi,j
〈v,ei〉
〈v,ej〉 ≤
θ ∀v ∈ {v1, v2, w1, w2}. In this case, we suppose that the side information is X(1) = (v1), Y (1) =
(w1), X(2) = (v2), Y (2) = (w1)⊥, X(3) = (v1, v2)> with λi,j = 0 when i 6= j.
Plugging this into Theorem 3.1, we obtain that -recovering the matrix (with high probability)
requires O(1/2)
(
θ2µ1 + θµ2n+ µ3n
3/2
)
entries.
3.2 Special cases: community side information, BOMIC and BOMIC+
In this Subsection, we study generalisation bounds which apply when the side information corresponds to
user/item biases and/or community side information. We begin by studying the case where K = L = 2,
and the side information X(1) (resp. Y (1)) is made up of indicator functions of a = d(1)1 (resp. b = d
(1)
2 )
communities (i.e. subsets of users/items).
We will writeCk,l for an upper bound on the entries of the ground truth componentX(k)R(k,l)(Y (l))>
where R(k,l) = (X(k))>RY (l). Similarly, we will write rk,l for the rank of R(k,l).
Thus, e.g., if C1,2 is large, one concludes that in the ground truth matrix, the specific affinities of
items in {1, 2, . . . n} to whole communities of users is a significant factor in determining the value of
each entry. If C2,2 is large, the individual affinities between users and items, independently of their
respective communities, is a strong factor.
The following follows from the inequality
√
x +
√
y +
√
z +
√
t ≤ 2√x+ y + z + t and The-
orem C.2, which refines Theorem 3.1 using tricks to exploit the structure of community information.
Corollary 3.1. Consider the community setting above and assume (wlog) that b ≥ a, and m ≥ n. For
any  > 0, the required number of entries to recover the ground truth matrix within  expected loss (with
probability ≥ 1− δ) is
O
(
C1,1b
√
ar1,1 + C1,2n
√
ar1,2 + C2,1m
√
br2,1 + C2,2m
√
r2,2n+ log(1/δ)
2
)
.
Note that the above bound improves with the quality of the side information: the better the ground
truth matrix can be approximated by community behaviour, the closer the bound behaves to the bound
one would obtain for an a × b matrix with each user and item being assimilated to its community.
Furthermore, the result applies in particular to the BOMIC model from Section 2.2 by grouping all users
(resp. items) into a single community. This yields a bound of the order (1/2)(C1 + nC1,2 +mC2,1 +
(
√
n +
√
m)
√
mnrC2,2 + log(1/δ)) where (e.g.) C2,2 is a bound on the bias-free part of the ground
truth matrix. Similar bounds hold for the BOMIC+ model 2.2.1 (cf. Appendix 78).
4 Experiments
To compare OMIC with the baselines we conducted two experiment strands: synthetic data simulations
and real-world applications.
7Note that the entries of µ1nv1w>1 and µ2nv2w>2 are of order µ1 and µ2 respectively.
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In the first case, we propose a matrix generation procedure that allows us to evaluate how the
performance of BOMIC varies in different ground truth regimes: we generated sparsely observed
matrices composed of the sum of user and item biases (generic behaviour) and a non-inductive term
(specific behaviour). The proportion of each term, the number of observed entries and the distribution
of known entries were varied.
In the latter case, we validated our model on three real recommender systems datasets: the Douban
movie data base, the Goodreads spoiler dataset, and MovieLens. We show that our methods exhibit
state-of-the art performance in all three cases.
All the hyperparameter tuning was done through cross-validation. The range of the parameter was
adjusted according to each model needs. In this Section, we always assume that rows (resp. columns)
correspond to users (resp. items).
4.1 Baselines
Our model is a fundamental tool that relies only on the incomplete matrix and some high level side
information, and has the benefit of interpretability. We compare our model with other similarly
fundamental models such as IMC [Zhang et al., 2018, Chiang et al., 2018, Herbster et al., 2019, Jain and
Dhillon, 2013, Tasissa and Lai, 2018] and Softimpute [Mazumder et al., 2010], with the understanding
that the basic ideas could be refined and incorporated into more sophisticated recommender systems.
• SoftImpute (SI) is a matrix completion method that uses nuclear-norm regularization. This is a
standard baseline for non-inductive matrix completion [Mazumder et al., 2010].
• Biased SoftImpute (B-SI) is a popular approach that consists in first, training user and item
biases, and then training a soft impute model on the residuals.
• Inductive Matrix Completion with Noisy Features (IMCNF) : inductive matrix completion
method via nuclear-norm regularization. In this model [Chiang et al., 2018] we train a sum of
an IMC term and a residual soft impute term jointly (via alternating optimization). This model
requires side information, and was therefore only considered in real data experiments.
4.2 Metrics
Let R ∈ Rm×n denote the ground truth matrix, Rˆ(k) the matrix predicted by method k and let Ω¯
be the test set (a subset of entries). Let R¯(k), Bˆ(k)U and Bˆ
(k)
I be respectively the zero-order term
(X(1)M (1,1)Y (1) in BOMIC), the vector of user biases and the vector of items biases estimated by
method k. In the SoftImpute case we need an extra post-processing step to estimate the biases:
R¯(SI) =
∑
ij Rˆ
SI
ij /mn, Bˆ
(SI)
Ui
=
∑
j(Rˆ
(SI)
ij − R¯(SI))/n and Bˆ(SI)Ij =
∑
i(Rˆ
(SI)
ij − R¯(SI))/m. To
assess the methods we used the metrics presented in the list bellow:
• [RMSE] Root-mean-square error: RMSE =
√∑
i,j∈Ω¯(R˜ij −Rij)2/|Ω¯|
• [MBD] Matrix bias deviation: MBD = ∣∣R¯− R¯(k)∣∣
• [UBD] (resp. IBD): User (resp. item) bias deviation: UBD = ‖BU − Bˆ(k)U ‖Fr (resp. IBD =
‖BI − Bˆ(k)I ‖Fr )
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Figure 2 – Summary of synthetic data simulations results. The first graph shows the relationship between
all combinations of the parameters (α, γ, pΩ) and the RMSE. The second one shows how (α, γ, pΩ)
influences the correct recovery of user and item biases: the dashed lines represent the UBD, whilst the
solid lines represent the IBD. Each point in these graphs is the average of 50 simulations. The third
graph displays the distribution of the MDB over all of the simulations.
• [SPC] Spearman correlation: SPC = ρS
(
RΩ¯, Rˆ
(k)
Ω¯
)
, the Spearman correlation between two
vectors composed of the entries of R and Rˆ(k) on the test set.
Since calculating the metrics MBD,UBD and IBD requires knowledge of all the entries of T , we
only calculated them for the synthetic experiments.
4.3 Synthetic data simulations
For synthetic data simulations, we evaluated the ability of our model BOMIC to detect and adapt to
different regimes in terms of the importance of user and item biases. We constructed two fixed matrices
G and S, with the former made up purely of user/item biases, and the latter free of any implicit or
explicit user or item biases. Then, we considered combinationsR(α) = αG+(1−α)S, observed either
uniformly (which we describe with γ = 1) or in a biased way designed to fool a naive bias method into
miscalculating the user and item biases (γ = 4). The proportion of observed entries pΩ was also varied.
4.3.1 Results
For each combination of α, γ and pΩ we generated 50 different samples of R(α). Given a sampled
matrix, we recovered the unknown entries through BOMIC, B-SI and SI. Figure 2 summarizes the
results of the performed simulations. We observe that our method consistently outperforms B-SI and SI,
in terms of RMSE, UBD and IBD, and performs as well as SI in the MDB case. In addition, OMIC’s
ability to recover the correct user and item biases (UBD and IBD in Figure 2) is particularly marked in
the case of non uniformly sampled entries, as might be expected, in line with Corollary 3.1.
4.4 OMIC as recommender systems
In this paper, we worked with the following datasets:
• Douban (R ∈ R4988×4903): Douban is a social network where users can produce content related
to movies, music, and events. The rating matrix was obtained through Yang [2019]. Douban users
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Figure 3 – The first two graphs show the relative influence of the BOMIC+ components on the predictions
of the whole matrix and one individual entry respectively. The last two graphs show the distribution of
the users and item biases obtained by BOMIC on the Douban dataset.
are members of the social network and Douban items are a subset of popular movies. The rating
range is {1, 2, . . . , 5} and the entry (i, j) means the rate of user i to movie j. Feature vectors
were collected by the authors and can be divided in two distinct parts: general features (e.g year
of production, genres and movie duration) and the embedding of the description of the movie
given by the pre-trained neural network Bert [Devlin et al., 2018].
• Goodreads spoiler dataset (GRS) (R ∈ R4199×3278): This dataset was released by Wan et al.
[2019] and it is available online. Goodreads is a social cataloging website that allows individuals
to freely search its database of books, annotations, and reviews. In this case, an entry (i, j)
represents the rating of the user i for the book j on a scale from 0 to 5. For each user-book pair,
in addition to the rating score, the review text is also available. Each sentence of the review was
annotated with respect to whether or not spoilers were present. We generated 89 features such as
the length of the review and which percentage of the text contains spoilers.
• MovieLens (R ∈ R6040×3706): We consider the MovieLens 1M dataset, which is a broadly
used and stable benchmark dataset. MovieLens is a non-commercial website for movie recom-
mendations. We chose movies’ genres (resp. age-gender combinations) as item (resp. user)
communities.
Table 1 summarizes the results of the real-world data experiments. We evaluated the performance
of BOMIC, BOMIC+, SI and IMCNF on all datasets above. For BOMIC+, instead of using the side
information directly, we performed unsupervised clustering of the corresponding features to translate
them into community information, which we then used as the X,Y in the BOMIC+ algorithm in
Section 2.2.1. Observe that BOMIC+ has the lowest RMSE on all datasets and largest SPC in two
datasets, whilst BOMIC has the best SPC on the MovieLens dataset. It is important to highlight that
the standard BOMIC also beat the baselines. One interesting aspect of using BOMIC+ is that the
unsupervised clustering step reduces the dimensionality of the side information in an explorative way,
which can have a positive regularising effect.
4.4.1 Interpretability
As explained above, one advantage of our method is that it can provide partial explanations for its
predictions: each prediction is a sum of terms coming from each of the components of the model.
Furthermore, this sum is uniquely determined, since the components of the model live in mutually
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Table 1 – Performance comparison of our methods vs baselines on the real datasets
Dataset PΩ
RMSE SPC
BOMIC BOMIC+ SI IMVNF BOMIC BOMIC+ SI IMVNF
Douban 0.0195 0.7886 0.7510 0.8797 0.8034 0.6280 0.6457 0.5760 0.6017
GoodReads 0.0331 1.0736 1.0540 1.0991 1.0770 0.5113 0.5120 0.4857 0.5052
MovieLens 0.0446 0.8534 0.8455 0.8838 0.8559 0.6368 0.6336 0.6289 0.6321
Figure 4 – Affinity between user communities (grouped by gender and age) and movie genres for
MovieLens. These biases can be directly read from the component X(2)M (2,2)(Y (2))> in BOMIC+
orthogonal spaces and correspond to well-defined, distinct intuitive phenomena. For example, if some
auxiliary vectors are constructed from user community side information, the algorithm can disentangle
the users’ particular tastes from those of their respective community. In particular, OMIC can discover
facts about community-wide behaviour.
We illustrate those effects in Figures 3 and 4. In the first graph of Figure 3, we see that over the
whole GoodReads dataset, the most important components (excluding the global bias) are: (1) the
specific match between the user and the book, (2) user generosity and (3) the quality of each book.
These results are intuitively natural and expected. The second picture presents an explanation for an
individual prediction: in this case, the book is not generally considered good by the users, but the
individual is usually generous, and the specific book and user are a good match for each other. In the
last two graphs, we show the distribution of user biases and movie quality in the Douban dataset. The
distribution is similar to a normal distribution (squished at the boundaries), allowing us to divide the
users (resp. movies) across the middle of the curve into groups of haters and lovers (resp. B-movies and
blockbusters).
Figure 4 shows bar charts illustrating the affinities between user communities (gender-age com-
binations) and four movie genres in MovieLens dataset. Note that these affinity scores are part of our
model and can be directly read from the component X(2)M (2,2)(Y (2))> in BOMIC+. We observe that
BOMIC+ is able to detect noteworthy human behaviour. For instance, female users tend to prefer drama
and romance movies while male users appreciate comedies and thrillers instead. One can also notice
that the biases vary with users’ ages: for instance, older male users like romance movies more than their
younger counterparts.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced OMIC, a matrix completion framework which relies on orthogonal
auxiliary matrices to guide the model in privileged directions corresponding to prior knowledge. This
simultaneously allows us to recover interpretable information about the predicted behaviour. Our
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algorithm includes, as a particular case (BOMIC), a method to train user and item biases jointly with
a nuclear norm minimisation strategy. Finally, synthetic and real data experiments demonstrate our
algorithm’s superior ability to adapt to and interpret different qualitative behaviours in the data. In
future work, we plan to expand our techniques to incorporate prior knowledge about the components of
the model in the form of Bayesian priors.
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A An alternative formulation of the optimization problem
Instead of a nuclear norm minimisation algorithm, our optimisation problem 3 can be equivalently
formulated as below.
Theorem A.1. The optimization problem 3 is equivalent to the following optimization problem:
min L
(
RΩ,Λ, {U (k,l), V (k,l)}k≤K,l≤L
)
with
L(RΩ,M,Λ) =
∥∥∥∥∥∥PΩ(R)− PΩ
 K,L∑
k=1,l=1
U (k,l)(V (k,l))>
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
Fr
+
∑
k,l
λk,l
(
‖U (k,l)‖2Fr + ‖V (k,l)‖2Fr
)
, subject to (13)
∀k, l span((U (k,l)) . ,i : i ≤ d(k)1 ) ⊂ span((X(k)) . ,i : i ≤ d(k)1 ) and
∀k, l span((V (k,l)) . ,i : i ≤ d(l)2 ) ⊂ span((Y (l)) . ,i : i ≤ d(l)2 ).
For the proof, we will need the following lemma: (Lemma 6 from Mazumder et al. [2010], see
also Fazel [2002])
Lemma A.1. For any matrix Z, the following holds:
‖Z‖∗ = min
U,V ;
UV>=Z
1
2
(‖U‖2Fr + ‖V ‖2Fr) (14)
Proof. By Lemma A.1, we have that the optimization problem 3 is equivalent to the following:
min L
(
RΩ,Λ, {U (k,l), V (k,l)}k≤K,l≤L
)
with
L(RΩ,M,Λ) =
∥∥∥∥∥∥PΩ(R)− PΩ
 K,L∑
k=1,l=1
X(k)M (k,l)(Y (l))>
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
Fr
+
∑
k,l
λk,l
(
‖U (k,l)‖2Fr + ‖V (k,l)‖2Fr
)
,
subject to M (k,l) = U (k,l)(V (k,l))> ∀k, l (15)
Now, note that if for any k, l, if M (k,l) = U (k,l)(V (k,l))> and Zk,l = X(k)M (k,l)(Y (l))>, then
Z = (X(k)U (k,l))(Y (l)V (k,l))> = U˜k,l(V˜ k,l)>, where U˜k,l = (X(k)U (k,l)) and V˜ k,l = (Y (l)V (k,l)).
Furthermore, note that for any matrix A ∈ Rn1×n2 and any orthonormal matrix B ∈ Rn0×n1 (resp.
C ∈ Rn2×n3),
‖A‖Fr = ‖BA‖Fr = ‖AC‖Fr = ‖BAC‖Fr (16)
.
Thus we have ‖U˜k,l‖Fr = ‖X˜>U˜k,l‖Fr = ‖Uk,l‖Fr, where X˜ is a matrix whose first dk1 columns are
identical to those of Xk, and whose columns form an orthonormal basis of Rm. Similarly, ‖V˜ k,l‖Fr =
‖V k,l‖Fr. Furthermore, conversely, if we can write a matrix Z as U˜k,l(V˜ k,l)> for some U˜k,l and
V˜ k,l whose columns are in the span of the columns of Xk and Y l respectively, then we can write
Z = (X(k)U (k,l))(Y (l)V (k,l))> = U˜k,l(V˜ k,l)> where
[Uk,l]i,j = [(X˜
k)>U˜k,l]i,j ∀i, j s.t. i ≤ d(k)1 . The theorem follows.
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B Proof of convergence of our OMIC algorithm
In this section, we prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. The proofs rely mostly on adaptations of the techniques
from Mazumder et al. [2010], together with extensive use of the rotational invariance of the Frobenius
norm, and the linear independence of the spaces corresponding to each side information pairs.
Recall the optimisation algorithm we propose to solve is the following one (cf. 3)
min L(RΩ,M,Λ) with (17)
L(RΩ,M,Λ) =
∑
k,l
λk,l‖M‖∗ + 1
2
∥∥∥∥∥∥PΩ(R)− PΩ
 K,L∑
k=1,l=1
X(k)M (k,l)(Y (l))>
∥∥∥∥∥∥
Fr
,
where PΩ is the projection operator on the set of observed entries i.e., if an entry is not observed, it
is set to zero, If an entry is observed k times, any Frobenius norm counts that entry k times. Here, the
output is (Mk,l)k≤K,l≤L and Z =
∑K,L
k=1,l=1X
(k)M (k,l)(Y (l))>.
We write Λ = (λk,l)k≤K,l≤L for a given set of parameters. We also write Pk,l(Λ) or pk,l(λk,l) for
the set of parameters obtained setting all parameters of Λ to zero except the λk,l, or alternatively, setting
all components to zero except the k, l component, which is set to λk,l.
First, let us finish the proof of the fully known case:
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Equation (5) follows from the fact that Mk,l in the decomposition is unique
and determined by the formula Mk,l = (X(k))>ZY (l). This itself follows from the orthogonality of the
side information matrices after multiplying each side of equation (8) by X(k))> on the left and Y (l) on
the right. The equivalence between the next two problems also follows.
As to the fact that SΛ(Z) is the solution to problem (7), let us first note that the case K = L = 1
with identity side information is just lemma 1 in Mazumder et al. [2010].
Now, note that
1
2
‖Z˜ − Z‖2Fr =
∑
k,l
‖X(k)M (k,l)(Y (l))>‖Fr =
∑
k,l
‖M (k,l)‖Fr (18)
where at the first equality, we have used the orthogonality of the terms of the sum with respect to the
Frobenius inner product, as the second equality, we have used the rotational invariance of the Frobenius
norm, multiplying by X˜(k))> on the left and Y˜ (l) on the right, where as usual, X˜(k)) is constructed
from X(k) by completing its columns into an orthonormal basis.
Using this, we can reformulate the problem 7 as follows:
min
∑
k,l
1
2
‖Mk,l − (X(k))>ZY (l)‖2Fr +
K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
∥∥∥M (k,l)∥∥∥
∗
, (19)
which can be solved as KL independent optimiation problems, with the solution corresponding to index
k, l being given by Mk,l = Sλk,l((X
(k))>ZY (l)), by an application of lemma 1 from Mazumder et al.
[2010]. The theorem follows.
Then, let us dispose with the following straightforward observation:
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Lemma B.1. The generalised singular value thresholding operator SΛ satisfies, for any two matrices
Z1, Z2 ∈ Rm×n,
‖SΛ (Z1)− SΛ (Z2)‖Fr ≤ ‖Z1 − Z2‖Fr , (20)
and in particular, SΛ( .) is a continuous map.
Proof. This follows from the corresponding Lemma 3 in Mazumder et al. [2010], together with the
definition of the operator SΛ:
‖SΛ(Z1)− SΛ(Z2)‖Fr
=
∥∥∥∥ K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
X(k)Sλk,l
(
(X(k))>Z1Y (l)
)
(Y l)>
−
K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
X(k)Sλk,l
(
(X(k))>Z2Y (l)
)
(Y l)>
∥∥∥∥
Fr
=
∥∥∥∥∥
K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
X(k)Sλk,l
(
(X(k))>(Z1 − Z2)Y (l)
)
(Y l)>
∥∥∥∥∥
2
Fr
=
K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
∥∥∥Sλk,l ((X(k))>(Z1 − Z2)Y (l))∥∥∥2
Fr
≤
K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
∥∥∥(X(k))>(Z1 − Z2)Y (l)∥∥∥2
Fr
= ‖Z1 − Z2‖2Fr, (21)
where at the fourth line, we have used Lemma 3 from Mazumder et al. [2010].
Now, let us define the quantity
Q(A|B) = 1
2
‖PΩ(R) + PΩ⊥(B)−A‖2Fr +
∑
k,l
λk,l‖(X(k))>AY (l)‖∗.
We have that the loss L(Z) corresponding to a matrix Z can be written Q(Z|Z, furthermore,
Zi+1 = arg minZ Q(Z|Zi). We now have the following Lemma, which shows that the loss decreases
monotonically with i:
Lemma B.2. Define the sequence Zi by Zi+1 = arg minZ Q(Z,Zi (with any starting point, for
instance Z0 = 0), which is equivalent to definition (9). We have
L(Zi+1) ≤ Q(Zi+1|Zk) ≤ L(Zi). (22)
Proof. The proof is almost the same as the proof of Lemma 2 in Mazumder et al. [2010]. We have
L(Zi) = Q(Zi|Zi)
=
1
2
‖PΩ(Z) + PΩ⊥(Zi)− Zi‖2Fr +
∑
k,l
λk,l‖(X(k))>ZiY (l)‖∗
≥ min
Z
1
2
‖PΩ(Z) + PΩ⊥(Zi)− Z‖2Fr +
∑
k,l
λk,l‖(X(k))>ZY (l)‖∗
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= Q(Zi+1|Zi)
=
1
2
∥∥(RΩ − PΩ(Zi+1) + (PΩ⊥(Zi)− PΩ⊥(Zi+1))∥∥2Fr +∑
k,l
λk,l‖(X(k))>ZiY (l)‖∗
=
1
2
∥∥(RΩ − PΩ(Zi+1)∥∥2Fr + 12 ∥∥(PΩ⊥(Zi)− PΩ⊥(Zi+1))∥∥2Fr
+
∑
k,l
λk,l‖(X(k))>ZiY (l)‖∗
≥ 1
2
∥∥(RΩ − PΩ(Zi+1)∥∥2Fr +∑
k,l
λk,l‖(X(k))>ZiY (l)‖∗
= Q(Zi+1, Zi+1) = L(Zi+1). (23)
Next, we have the following lemma:
Lemma B.3. The sequence ‖Zi − Zi−1‖Fr is monotone decreasing:
‖Zi − Zi+1‖Fr ≤ ‖Zi − Zi−1‖Fr. (24)
Furthermore,
Zi − Zi+1 → 0 as i→∞. (25)
Proof. We have
‖Zi − Zi+1‖2Fr = ‖SΛ
(
PΩ⊥(Z
i−1) +RΩ
)− SΛ (PΩ⊥(Zi−1) +RΩ) ‖2Fr
≤ ‖ (PΩ⊥(Zi−1) +RΩ)− (PΩ⊥(Zi−1) +RΩ) ‖2Fr
By Lemma B.1
= ‖PΩ⊥(Zi−1)− PΩ⊥(Zi−1)‖2Fr (26)
≤ ‖Zi − Zi−1‖2Fr, (27)
which proves the first statement (24).
As for the second statement (25), it will follow from the following two claims:
Claim 1: PΩ(Zi − Zi+1)→ 0 Claim 2: PΩ⊥(Zi − Zi+1)→ 0
Proof of Claim 1: Note that by inequality (24), the sequence ‖Zi − Zi+1‖Fr must converge. In
particular, ‖Zi − Zi+1‖Fr − ‖Zi − Zi−1‖Fr → 0, and by inequalites (26) and (27),
‖PΩ⊥(Zi−1)− PΩ⊥(Zi−1)‖Fr − ‖Zi − Zi−1‖Fr → 0,
from which we conclude that ‖PΩ(Zi)− PΩ(Zi+1)‖2Fr → 0. Claim 1 follows.
Proof of Claim 2: We know by inequality (22) that L(Zi) must converge, and thus L(Zi) −
L(Zi+1)→ 0, from which it follows that
Q(Zi+1|Zi)−Q(Zi+1|Zi+1)→ 0. (28)
Now,
Q(Zi+1|Zi)−Q(Zi+1|Zi+1)
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=
1
2
‖RΩ + PΩ⊥(Zi)− Zi+1‖2Fr +
∑
k,l
λk,l‖(X(k))>Zi+1Y (l)‖∗
− 1
2
‖RΩ + PΩ⊥(Zi+1)− Zi+1‖2Fr −
∑
k,l
λk,l‖(X(k))>Zi+1Y (l)‖∗
= ‖PΩ⊥(Zi+1)− PΩ⊥(Zi)‖2Fr, (29)
which, together with (28), implies claim 2.
The next step is to prove that each limit point of the sequence Zi is a solution to the optimisation
problem (3). To prove this, we will need the following lemma:
Lemma B.4. Let Zni → Z∞ be a convergent subsequence of Zi.
Let pni ∈ ∂
∑
k,l ‖(X(k))>ZiY (l)‖∗ be a sequence of subgradients of our regularisor
∑
k,l ‖M (k,l)‖∗
evaluated at Zi. There exists a convergent subsequence of pmi which converges to some
p ∈ ∂
∑
k,l
‖(X(k))>Z∞Y (l)‖∗,
a subgradient of our regularisor, evaluated at the limit Z∞.
Proof. First, recall from Watson [1992] and Mazumder et al. [2010] that the set of subgradients of the
nuclear norm of a matrix A is given by
∂‖A‖∗ =
{
UV > +W,U>W = 0 = WV, ‖W‖σ ≤ 1
}
,
where UDV > is the SVD of the matrix A. Using the chain rule and the fact that the side information
matrices X(k), Y (l) are constant, we can calculate the set of subgradients of our regulariser evaluated at
both Zi and Z∞ as follows:
∂
∑
k,l
‖(X(k))>ZiY (l)‖∗
=
∑
k,l
U ik,l(V
i
k,l)
> +W ik,l, (U
i
k,l)
>W ik,l = 0 = W
i
k,lV
i
k,l, ‖W ik,l‖σ ≤ 1
 and (30)
∂
∑
k,l
‖(X(k))>ZiY (l)‖∗
=
∑
k,l
Uk,lV
>
k,l +Wk,l, U
>
k,lWk,l = 0 = Wk,lVk,l, ‖Wk,l‖σ ≤ 1
 , (31)
where Uk,lDk,lV >k,l (resp. U
i
k,lD
i
k,l(V
i
k,l)
>) is the singular value decomposition of (X(k))>Z∞Y (l)(resp.
(X(k))>ZiY (l)).
By compactness, there exists a subsequence mi of ni such that Wmi converges to a value W . By
continuity of the spectral norm, we also have ‖W‖∗ ≤ 1. Furthermore, it follows from the convergence
of Zni (and in particular, of Zmi) to Z∞ that
∑
k,l U
mi
k,l (V
mi
k,l )
> → ∑k,l Uk,l(Vk,l)>. The result
follows.
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Proposition B.5. Every limit point of the sequence (Zi)i∈N defined in (9) is a stationary point of the
loss function L(Z) = 12‖Z˜ − Z‖2Fr +
∑K
k=1
∑L
l=1
∥∥(X(k))>ZY (l)∥∥∗ defined in (6). Hence, it is also a
solution to the fixed point equation
Z = SΛ (RΩ + PΩ⊥(Z)) . (32)
Proof. Let Z∞ be such a limit point. There exists a subsequence Zni such that Zni → Z∞.
By Lemma B.3 ,we have Zni − Zni−1 → 0, which by continuity of the operator SΛ implies that
RΩ + PΩ⊥(Z
ni−1)− Zni → RΩ − PΩ(Z∞) (33)
Now, note that by definition of Zi,
∀i, 0 ∈ ∂Q(Z|Zi−1) = −(PΩ(R) + PΩ(Zi−1)− Zi) + ∂
∑
k,l
‖(X(k))>ZiY (l)‖∗,
Thus, we can choose, for all i, a pi ∈ ∂
∑
k,l ‖(X(k))>ZiY (l)‖∗ such that pi−(PΩ(R)+PΩ(Zi−1)−
Zi) = 0. Now, by Lemma B.4, there exists a subsequence Zmi such that pmi → p for some
p ∈ ∂
∑
k,l
‖(X(k))>Z∞Y (l)‖∗. (34)
Putting equations (33) and (34) together, we obtain
0 = pmi − (PΩ(R) + PΩ(Zmi−1)− Zmi)→ p−RΩ − PΩ(Z∞), (35)
thus, 0 is a subgradient of L evaluated at Z∞. The first statement of the Proposition follows.
As for the second statement, note that
Zmi = SΛ
(
RΩ + PΩ⊥(Z
mi−1)
)
. (36)
Furthermore by Lemma B.3, Zmi − Zmi−1 → 0, and therefore Zmi−1 → Z∞. Thus, using the
continuity of the generalised singular value thresholding operator, we obtain by passing the limits
in (36):
Z∞ = SΛ (RΩ + PΩ⊥(Z
∞)) , (37)
as expected.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. It suffices to show that the sequence converges, then the Theorem follows by
Proposition B.5. By compactness, there exists a limit point Z¯. Now, by the continuity of SΛ and the
definition of Zi, we have, for any i:
‖Z¯ − Zi‖2Fr =
∥∥SΛ (RΩ + PΩ⊥(Z¯))− SΛ (RΩ + PΩ⊥(Zi−1))∥∥2Fr
≤ ∥∥(RΩ + PΩ⊥(Z¯))− (RΩ + PΩ⊥(Zi−1))∥∥2Fr
= ‖PΩ⊥(Z¯ − Zi−1)‖2Fr ≤ ‖Z¯ − Zi−1‖2Fr, (38)
where at the first line, we have used Proposition B.5 and the definition of Zi.
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Now suppose Z˜ is another limit point. Equation (38) also holds for Z˜. Suppose by contradiction
that Z˜ 6= Z¯. Set  = ‖Z¯−Z‖Fr3 . SInce Z˜ and Z¯ are limit points, there exist a subsequence Zni such that
‖Zni− Z¯‖Fr ≤  for i even and ‖Zni− Z˜‖Fr ≤  for i odd. Clearly this sequence violates equation (38)
as in this case, ‖Z¯ − Zni‖2Fr ≤ ‖Z¯ − Zni+1‖2Fr for each even ni. Thus we must have Z˜ = Z¯, as
expected.
We can now proceed with the proof of our Theorem 2.2 on the worst case convergence.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The proof is exactly the same as that of theorem 2 in Mazumder et al. [2010]
(and also takes inspiration from Nesterov [2007]), and we reformulate it into our notation here for
completeness only.
For θ ∈ [0, 1], we write Zi(θ) for (1− θ)Zi + θZ∞. Note that by convexity of our loss function L,
we have L(Zi(θ)) ≤ (1− θ)L(Zi) + θL(Z∞).
Note also that we have
‖PΩ⊥(Zi − Zi(θ))‖2Fr = θ2‖PΩ⊥(Zi − Z∞)‖2Fr ≤ θ2‖Zi − Z∞‖2Fr ≤ θ2‖Z0 − Z∞‖2Fr, (39)
where we have used Lemmas B.3 and B.1.
Using these facts and the definition in the construction of the sequence Zi, we can derive the
following key inequalities:
L(Zi+1) = min
Z
[
L(Z) + 1
2
‖Z − Zi‖2Fr
]
≤ min
θ∈[0,1]
[
L(Zi(θ)) + 1
2
‖Zi(θ)− Zi‖2Fr
]
≤ min
θ∈[0,1]
[
L(Zi) + θ(L(Z∞)− L(Zi)) + 1
2
‖Z0 − Z∞‖2Fr
]
(40)
The last expression is minimised for θ = θi where
θi = min
(L(Zi)− L(Z∞)
‖Z0 − Z∞‖2Fr
, 1
)
(41)
(If ‖Z0 − Z∞‖2Fr = 0, then Zi = Z∞ ∀i and there is nothing to prove.)
Recall also that θi is a decreasing sequence (cf. Lemma B.2): if θi ≤ 1, then θj ≤ 1 ∀j > i.
Suppose θ0 = 1. Then, plugging this back into equation (40), we obtain:
L(Z1)− L(Z∞) ≤ 1
2
‖Z0 − Z∞‖Fr, (42)
and therefore θ1 ≤ 12 . Thus, in all cases, θi < 1 ∀i ≥ 1. Note also that if θ0 = 1, inequality (10) is
satisfied (follows from inequality (42)).
Now, for i ≥ 1, we can just use the explicit expression (41) for θ, which, plugged back into
equation (40), gives:
L(Zi+1)− L(Zi) ≤ −(L(Z
i)− L(Z∞))2
2‖Z0 − Z∞‖2Fr
. (43)
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Now, writing αi for (L(Zi)− L(Z∞)) (which is a decreasing sequence, as shown by Lemma B.3) and
using the above expression, we obtain
αi ≥ α
2
i
2‖Z0 − Z∞‖2Fr
+ αi+1 ≥ αiαi+1
2‖Z0 − Z∞‖2Fr
+ αi+1, (44)
which yields:
α−1i+1 ≥
1
2‖Z0 − Z∞‖2Fr
+ α−1i . (45)
Summing both sides for the index running from 1 to i− 1, we obtain:
α−1i ≥
i− 1
2‖Z0 − Z∞‖2Fr
+ α−11 . (46)
Since θ1 < 1, by definition of θ1, we obtain α12‖Z0−Z∞‖2Fr
≤ 12 . Plugging this back into equation (46),
we obtain:
α−1i ≥
i− 1
2‖Z0 − Z∞‖2Fr
+ α−11 ≥
i− 1
2‖Z0 − Z∞‖2Fr
+
1
‖Z0 − Z∞‖2Fr
=
i+ 1
2‖Z0 − Z∞‖2Fr
,
which yields inequality (10) after inverting both sides.
C Proofs of generalisation bounds
Most of our results on Rademacher complexity contain a minimum between two quantities. The two
arguments of each minimum come from two different approaches: in one approach, the general theory
of the complexity of linear classifiers (cf. Kakade et al. [2009], Zhang [2002], Bartlett and Mendelson
[2001]) is applied to the matrix completion setting. In another approach, the Rademacher (or Gaussian)
complexity is estimated directly using deep results on the spectral theory of Random matrices. The
second approach is more expensive in terms of constants, but yields better results when the dimension
of the side information is large (comparable to the size of the matrix), a regime at which bounds of the
first category become meaningless.
The next subection is devoted to the approach through linear classifiers, whilst the next section is
devoted to the more low level, hands down approach. Finally, in Subsection C.4, we prove Theorems 3.1
and 3.2.
C.1 Bounding the complexity using results on the complexity of linear classifiers
We have the following theorem from Kakade et al. [2009]:
Theorem C.1. Suppose we are given an input space X and a subset S of its dual. For any subset
W ⊂ S, we define the set of linear functions FW as FW := {x 7→ 〈w, x〉 : w ∈ W}. Assume we are
given a norm ‖ .‖ on X and its dual norm ‖ .‖∗ in S. For fixed real numbers W∗ and X , let us define
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W := {w ∈ S : ‖w‖∗ ≤W∗} and X˜ = {x ∈ S : ‖x‖ ≤ X . The rademacher complexity of the funtion
class FW satisfies
Rn(FW) ≤ XW∗
√
2
n
.
Using this, we can immediately obtain, as in Chiang et al. [2018]:
Lemma C.1. Let S = {w ∈ Rm×n : ‖W‖∗ ≤ W} and A = maxi ‖Ai‖σ, then we have
E
[
sup
W∈S
1
N
N∑
i=1
σi Tr(WAi)
]
≤ WA
√
2
N
.
From this we immediately obtain the following key lemma:
Lemma C.2. Let X ∈ Rm×d1 and Y ∈ Rn×d2 be the side information as usual. The Rademacher
complexity of the function class defined by XMY > with ‖M‖∗ ≤M is bounded byMXY
√
2
N
This Lemma forms the basic ingredient of the proof of the second arguments of the maxima in our
main theorems.
C.2 Bounding the complexity through a direct Rademacher approach with via spectral
theory of random matrices
The following Lemma is a generalisation of Lemma 3 in Chiang et al. [2018] and the relevant results
in Shamir and Shalev-Shwartz [2011], adapted to our orthogonal side information scenario. This result
was previously known only for the case of standard MC (with the side information being X = Y = Id).
Lemma C.3. Let ` be a loss function bounded by B and with Lipschitz constant bounded by L. Suppose
we are given a matrix R ∈ Rm×n, which is observed with i.i.d. noise, so that observing entry (i, j)
results in an output of Ri,j + δ where δ ∼ ∆i,j where the ∆i,j are distributions. For some given
orthogonal matrices X ∈ Rm×d1 and Y ∈ Rn×d2 , let FM be the set of matrices R˜ = XMY > with
‖R˜‖∗ = ‖M‖∗ ≤M. Let us write the data dependent Rademacher complexity for N samples indexed
by α ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} by RN (FM) = E
(
supR˜∈FM
1
N
∑N
α=1 σα`(R(iα,jα) + δα, R˜)
)
, where the σα
are independent Rademacher random variables, and the (iα, jα) are entries sampled independently.
We have the following bound on the expected complexity R = EΩ(RN (FM)):
R = EΩ(RN (FM)) ≤ min
√18MBCL(√d1 +√d2)
c2N
,XYML
√
2
N
 , (47)
where C is the constant from Latała [2005] and c is the constant in lemma 4 of Bartlett and Mendelson
[2001] .
Proof. We first bound the Rademacher complexity by the corresponding Gaussian complexity (at the
cost of a constant) using Lemma 4 from Bartlett and Mendelson [2001] (result originally from Tomczak-
Jaegermann [1989]), then follow the splitting strategy used in Shamir and Shalev-Shwartz [2011],
Chiang et al. [2018]:
RN (FM) ≤ 1
c
GN (FM) =
1
c
Eσi.i.d.N(0,1)
(
sup
R˜∈FM
1
N
N∑
α=1
σα`(R(iα,jα) + δα, R˜(iα,jα))
)
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=
1
c
E
 sup
R˜∈FM
1
N
∑
i,j
Γi,j
 , (48)
with Γi,j =
∑
α:(iα,jα)=(i,j)
σα`(R(i,j) + δα, R˜i,j), and decompose, for a p which will be determined
later, Γ as Γ = A+ E with
A¯i,j = Γi,j if hi,j ≤ p
0 otherwise, (49)
where hi,j =
∑
α:(iα,jα)=(i,j)
1 is the "hit time" of entry (i, j).
We now have
E
 sup
R˜∈FM
1
N
∑
i,j
Γi,j
 ≤ E
 sup
R˜∈FM
1
N
∑
i,j
A¯i,j
+ E
 sup
R˜∈FM
1
N
∑
i,j
Ei,j
 (50)
The second term can be controlled using Lemma C.5 as follows:
E
 sup
R˜∈FM
1
N
∑
i,j
Ei,j
 ≤ B
N
Eσ
∑
i,j
|Ei,j |
 ≤ B√
p
. (51)
As for the first term, writingAi,j for 1hi,j≤p
∑
α:(iα,jα)=(i,j)
σα we have by the Gaussian contraction
principle (cf., e.g., Bartlett and Mendelson [2001])
E
 sup
R˜∈FM
1
N
∑
i,j
A¯i,j
 ≤ 2LE
 sup
R˜∈FM
1
N
∑
i,j
Ai,jR˜ij

= 2LE
 sup
‖M‖∗≤M
1
N
∑
i,j
Ai,j(XMY
>)ij
 = 2LE( sup
‖M‖∗≤M
1
N
Tr(AYM>X>)
)
= 2LE
(
sup
‖M‖∗≤M
1
N
Tr(X>AYM>)
)
, (52)
where at the last line, we have used the circular invariance for the trace of products. We can now proceed
using the duality between the trace norm and the spectral norm (Fazel et al. [2001]) to obtain:
E
 sup
R˜∈FM
1
N
∑
i,j
Ai,j`(R(i,j), R˜i,j)
 ≤ 2LE( sup
‖IM‖∗≤M
1
N
Tr(X>AYM>)
)
≤ 2LE
(
sup
‖M‖∗≤M
1
N
‖X>AY ‖σ‖M>‖∗
)
≤ 2ME
(
‖X>AY ‖σ
)
≤ 4.4MCL
√
p(
√
d1 +
√
d2)
N
, (53)
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where at the last line, C refers to the constant in Lemma C.6 and we have used our Lemma C.4. Plugging
this and (53) back into equation (48), we get
RN (FM) ≤ B
c
√
p
+ 4.4MCL
√
p(
√
d1 +
√
d2)
cN
≤
√
18CLBM(√d1 +
√
d2)
c2N
, (54)
where at the last step, we have set p = B
4.4CLM(√d1+
√
d2)
. The second argument of the minimum
follows from Theorem This concludes the proof.
The following lemma is a stronger version of Lemma 11 in Shamir and Shalev-Shwartz [2011]
(which applies to the standard matrix completion scenario) adapted to our orthogonal side information
setting.
Lemma C.4. Let X ∈ Rm×d1 and Y ∈ Rn×n be two matrices with orthogonal columns of unit norm.
Suppose we define a matrixA as in the proof of Lemma C.3 and Proposition ??, i.e., 1hi,j≤p
∑
α:(iα,jα)=(i,j)
σα
and hi,j =
∑
α:(iα,jα)=(i,j)
1 for some i.i.d. Gaussian variables σα with α ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} and the
sequence of (iα, jα)’s obtained by any sampling strategy over entries. We have
E
(
‖X>AY ‖σ
)
≤ 2.2C√p(
√
d1 +
√
d2)
where C is the constant in the main result of Latała Latała [2005].
Proof. Note that by the orthogonality of the columns, for any fixed set of hi,j’s, of X and Y , the entries
of (X>AY ) are independent gaussians with variances∑
k,l
X2k,iY
2
l,jφ(hk,l) ≤ max
i,j
∥∥∥X(k). ,i ∥∥∥2 ∥∥∥Y (l). ,j ∥∥∥2 p = p,
where we wrote φ for the function φ(x) with φ(x) = 0 if x ≥ p and φ(x) = x otherwise.
Thus, conditionally given the hi,j , we can apply Lemma C.6 from Latała [2005] (note that this
would not be possible if A were defined with the σ’s being Rademacher random variables!), to obtain
E
(‖X>AY ‖σ)
≤ C
max
i
√∑
j
E(X>AY )2i,j + max
j
√∑
i
E(X>AY )2i,j + 4
√∑
i,j
E(X>AY )4i,j

≤ C(
√
pd1 +
√
pd1 +
4
√
3p2d1d3)
≤ C√p(
√
d1 +
√
d2 +
4
√
3/2(
√
d1 +
√
d2)) ≤ 2.2C(
√
d1 +
√
d2), (55)
as expected.
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Lemma C.5. Suppose we define a matrix E as in the proof of Lemma C.3 or Proposition ??, i.e.,
Ei,j = 1hi,j>p
∑
α:(iα,jα)=(i,j)
σα`(Riα,jα + δα, R˜α) and hi,j =
∑
α:(iα,jα)=(i,j))
1 for some i.i.d.
Gaussian variables σα with α ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} and the (iα, jα)’s obtained by any sampling strategy
over entries. We have
E
∑
i,j
Ei,j
 ≤ BN√
p
,
where B denotes the upper bound on the loss function `.
Proof. The proof is almost the same as that of Lemma 10 in Shamir and Shalev-Shwartz [2011], the
only differences being that the σ are Gaussian, and that we must pay slightly more attention to the noise
δα.
We have
E
∑
i,j
Ei,j
 ≤ ∑
i,j:hi,j>p
|Γi,j | = E
E
 ∑
i,j:hi,j>p
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
α:(iα,jα)=(i,j)
σα`(Riα,jα + δα, R˜α)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∣∣{hi,j}
 .
(56)
Note that by the independence of the σα and the noise δα, we have
E
 ∑
α:(iα,jα)=(i,j)
σα`(Riα,jα + δα, R˜α)
2 ≤ B2 ∑
α:(iα,jα)=(i,j)
E(σ2α) ≤ B2hi,j
Thus, by Jensen’s inequality
E
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
α:(iα,jα)=(i,j)
σα`(Riα,jα + δα, R˜α)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
 ≤ B√hi,j .
Hence, plugging this back into equation (56), we have
E
∑
i,j
Ei,j
 ≤ βE{hi,j}
 ∑
hi,j>p
√
hi,j
 .
Now note that
∑
i,j hi,j = N . Thus N ≥
∑
i,j:hi,j>p
hi,j ≥ √p
∑
i,j:hi,j>p
√
hi,j , yielding,∑
i,j:hi,j>p
√
hi,j ≤ N√p , which, plugged back into equation (57), yields finally:
E
∑
i,j
Ei,j
 ≤ BE{hi,j}
 ∑
hi,j>p
√
hi,j
 ≤ BN√
p
, (57)
as expected.
Lemma C.6 (Latała, 2005). Let Xi,j be a random matrix with independent, zero mean entries, we have
E(‖X‖σ) ≤ C
max
i
√∑
j
E(X2i,j) + maxj
√∑
i
E(X2i,j) + 4
√∑
i,j
∑
i,j
E(X4i,j)
 ,
where C is a universal constant.
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C.3 Bounding the nuclear norm ofMk,l using boundedness of ground truth entries
We have the following lemma, which is instrumental in proving Theorem 3.2.
Lemma C.7 (Bounding the nuclear norm of M (k,l) assuming a bound on the maximum entry). Let
Rm×n 3 R be a matrix whose entries satisfy |Ri,j | ≤ C for all (i, j) for some C > 0. Let Mˆ =
arg minM ‖R−XMY >‖Fr. As usual, M ∈ Rd1×d2 , and we write xi, i ≤ m (resp. yi, i ≤ n) for the
rows (resp. columns) of X (resp. Y ). Were we assume wlog that d1 ≤ d2.
We have
‖Mˆ‖∗ ≤
C
√
d1d2rMˆ
minmi=1 ‖xi‖2 minni=1 ‖yi‖2
≤ Cd1d
1/2
2
minmi=1 ‖xi‖2 minni=1 ‖yi‖2
,
where rMˆ denotes the rank of Mˆ , and therefore, by Lemma C.2
RN ≤ mmax
i=1
‖xi‖ nmax
i=1
‖yi‖‖Mˆ‖∗
√
2
N
(58)
≤ XY Cd1d
1/2
2
minmi=1 ‖xi‖2 minni=1 ‖yi‖2
√
2
N
. (59)
Proof. Wlog, d1, d2 We can clearly define Mˆ := X>RY , then we have
‖Mˆ‖∗ = ‖X>RY ‖∗ ≤
√
d1‖X>RY ‖Fr ≤
√
d1‖R‖Fr, (60)
where ‖ .‖Fr denotes the Frobenius norm.
Now, we also have
1 =
‖X‖2Fr
d1
≥ mmini ‖xi‖
2
2
d1
,
and similarly
1 =
‖Y ‖2Fr
d2
≥ nmini ‖yi‖
2
2
d2
.
Thus we have
‖Mˆ‖∗ ≤ √rMˆ‖R‖σ (61)
≤ √rMˆC
√
mn ≤ √rMˆC
√
mn
√
d1√
mmini ‖xi‖2
√
d2√
nmini ‖yi‖2 , (62)
≤ C
√
d1
√
rMˆd
1/2
2
mini ‖xi‖2 mini ‖yi‖2 ≤ C
d1d
1/2
2
mini ‖xi‖2 mini ‖yi‖2 , (63)
as expected.
Note that although some proof techniques are similar, the Lemma is different from Lemma 4
in Chiang et al. [2018], in that the dependence on the two distinct quantities d1 and d2 are separated,
and it turns out that the dependence on the smaller of the two is much stronger than the dependence on
the larger one. This is of particular relevance to many applications of our methods, for instance the case
explained in Subsection 2.2, where d1 = 1, and d2 = n in both of the terms representing user or item
biases.
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C.4 Proof of main theorems
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Using Lemma C.3 for B = Uk,l for each k, l, the subadditivity or Rademacher
complexities and the classic Rademacher Theorem D.1, we obtain immediately that for any δ > 0 and
for any fixedM1,1, . . . ,MK,L, with probability ≥ 1− δ,
|R(fM )− Rˆ(fM )| ≤ B
√
log(1/δ)
2N
+
∑
k,l
min

√√√√√18Mk,lUk,lCL2`
[√
d
(k)
1 +
√
d
(l)
2
]
c2N
,Mk,lXkYl
√
2
N

Fix δ > 0, we now apply this forMk,l taking all values in N, and for each given set of values
M1,1, . . . ,MK,L,U1,1, . . . ,UK,L, we apply the above theorem to δ˜ = δ∏K
k=1
∏L
l=1Mk,l(Mk,l+1)Uk,l(Uk,l+1)
.
Thus after a union bound, w.p. ≥ 1 −∑M1,1,...,MK,L,U1,1,...,UK,L∈N δ∏K
k=1
∏L
l=1Mk,l(Mk,l+1)Uk,l(Uk,l+1)
=
1− δ8,
|R(fM )− Rˆ(fM )| ≤ B
√
log(1/δ)
2N
+
K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
log [Mk,l(Mk,l + 1)] [Uk,l(Uk,l + 1)] (64)
+
K∑
i=1
L∑
l=1
min

√√√√√18MkUk,lCL2`
[√
d
(k)
1 +
√
d
(l)
2
]
c2N
,Mk,lL`XkYl
√
2
N
 .
holds for everyM1,1, . . . ,MK,L ∈ N.
In particular, it holds for the choice Mk,l = d‖M (k,l)‖∗e ∀k, l, so we have (with probability
≥ 1− δ),
|R(fM )− Rˆ(fM )| ≤ B
√
log(1/δ)
2N
+ log
[
d‖M (k,l)‖∗edU (k,l)e(d‖M (k,l)‖∗e+ 1)(dU (k,l)e+ 1)
]
+
∑
k,l
min

√√√√√18d‖M (k,l)‖∗edU (k,l)eCL2`
[√
d
(k)
1 +
√
d
(l)
2
]
c2N
,L`d‖M (k,l)‖∗eXkYl
√
2
N

≤ B
√
log(1/δ)
2N
+
K∑
k=1
2 log
[
‖M (k,l)‖∗ + 2
]
+
∑
k,l
min

√√√√√18(‖M (k,l)‖∗ + 1)BCL2`
[√
d
(k)
1 +
√
d
(l)
2
]
c2N
,L`(‖M (k,l)‖∗ + 1)(U (k,l) + 1)XkYl
√
2
N
 ,
8Note that
∑∞
i=1
1
i(i+1)
=
∑∞
i=1
1
i
− 1
i+1
= 1
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as expected.
The fact that one can write R uniquely as
K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
X(k,l)R(k,l)(Y (k,l))>
for some matrices R(k,l) ∈ Rd(k)1 ×d(l)2 , follows from the fact that if either X ⊥ X ′ or Y ⊥ Y ′, then the
matrices XMY > and X ′M ′Y ′> are orthogonal with respect to the inner product 〈A,B〉 := Tr(AB>)
. As for the second statement, note that by the Rademacher theorem, we have similarly to 64, that for
any choice ofM1,1, . . . ,MK,L, one has with probability ≥ 1− δ that the following inequality
|R(fM )− Rˆ(fM )| ≤ B
√
log(1/δ)
2M
(65)
+
K∑
i=1
L∑
l=1
min

√√√√√18Mk,lUk,lBCL2`
[√
d
(k)
1 +
√
d
(l)
2
]
c2N
,Mk,lL`XkYl
√
2
N
 .
holds for everyM = (M (k,l))k≤K,l≤L satisfying ‖M (k,l)‖∗ ≤Mk,l andUk,l = maxi,j |(X(k)Mk,l(Y (l))>)i,j | ≤
Uk,l∀k, l. Writing  for the right hand side of this inequality, fR for the solution fi,j = Ri,j and writing
fˆ for the solution to the optimisation problem (11) forMk,l satisfying the condition of the theorem, we
have
R(fˆ) ≤ Rˆ(fˆ) +  ≤ Rˆ(fR) +  (66)
≤ R(fR) + 2, (67)
where at the second line, we have used the conditions (??).
Plugging  back in, we obtain inequality (12).
C.4.1 Variations on assumptions
Making the sacrifice of always choosing the first argument in the minima involved in the formulae
above, we can do away with the assumptions on the maximum entries of each compoenent matrix, and
use only the control on the maximum value of the loss function instead.
Proposition C.8. We write FM1,...,MK for the function class{
f : {1, 2, . . . ,m} × {1, 2, . . . , n} → R : ∃M (1), . . . ,M (K) :
fi,j =
K∑
k=1
(X(k)M (k)(Y (k))>)i,j ∧ ‖M (k)‖∗ ≤Mk ∀k ≤ K
}
For any predictor f : {1, 2, . . . ,m} × {1, 2, . . . , n} → R, define
R(f) := E(i,j)∼D(`(f(i, j), Ri,j))
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and Rˆ(f) := 1N
∑N
α=1 `(f(i), Riα,jα). We write also Xk for maxi ‖xki ‖ = maxi ‖(X(k))i, .‖ and Yl
for maxi ‖y(l)i ‖ = maxi ‖(Y (l))i, .‖. For any M1, . . . ,MK , we have the following bound on the
Rademacher complexity of FM1,...,MK :
R = EΩ(RN (FM)) ≤
K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
√√√√√18MkBCL`
[√
d
(k)
1 +
√
d
(k)
2
]
c2N
. (68)
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma C.3, also using Lemma C.2 to bound the terms involving
the matrix A, and finally using the inequality
√∑
i ai ≤
∑
i
√
ai for real numbers ai.
We first bound the Rademacher complexity by the corresponding Gaussian complexity (at the cost
of a constant) using Lemma 4 from Bartlett and Mendelson [2001] (result originally from Tomczak-
Jaegermann [1989]), then follow the splitting strategy used in Shamir and Shalev-Shwartz [2011],
Chiang et al. [2018]:
RN (FM) ≤ 1
c
GN (FM) =
1
c
Eσi.i.d.N(0,1)
(
sup
R˜∈FM
1
N
N∑
α=1
σα`(R(iα,jα) + δα, R˜(iα,jα))
)
=
1
c
E
 sup
R˜∈FM
1
N
∑
i,j
Γi,j
 , (69)
with Γi,j =
∑
α:(iα,jα)=(i,j)
σα`(R(i,j) + δα, R˜i,j), and decompose, for a p which will be determined
later, Γ as Γ = A+ E with
A¯i,j = Γi,j if hi,j ≤ p
0 otherwise, (70)
where hi,j =
∑
α:(iα,jα)=(i,j)
1 is the "hit time" of entry (i, j).
We now have
E
 sup
R˜∈FM
1
N
∑
i,j
Γi,j
 ≤ E
 sup
R˜∈FM
1
N
∑
i,j
A¯i,j
+ E
 sup
R˜∈FM
1
N
∑
i,j
Ei,j
 (71)
The second term can be controlled using Lemma C.5 as follows:
E
 sup
R˜∈FM
1
N
∑
i,j
Ei,j
 ≤ B
N
Eσ
∑
i,j
|Ei,j |
 ≤ B√
p
. (72)
As for the first term, writingAi,j for 1hi,j≤p
∑
α:(iα,jα)=(i,j)
σα we have by the Gaussian contraction
principle (cf., e.g., Bartlett and Mendelson [2001])
E
 sup
R˜∈FM
1
N
∑
i,j
A¯i,j
 ≤ 2LE
 sup
R˜∈FM
1
N
∑
i,j
Ai,jR˜ij

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= 2LE
 sup
‖M‖∗≤M
1
N
∑
i,j
Ai,j
∑
k,l
X(k)M(Y (l))>

ij

≤ 2L
∑
k,l
E
 sup
‖M‖∗≤M
1
N
∑
i,j
Ai,j
[
X(k)M(Y (l))>
]
ij
 . (73)
Now, for each term 2LE
(
sup‖M‖∗≤M
1
N
∑
i,j Ai,j
[
X(k)M(Y (l))>
]
ij
)
in the sum, we use the
circular invariance of the trace of matrix products to obtain:
2LE
 sup
‖M‖∗≤M
1
N
∑
i,j
Ai,j
[
X(k)M(Y (l))>
]
ij
 = 2LE( sup
‖M‖∗≤M
1
N
Tr
(
AY (l)M>(X(k))>
))
≤ 2LE
(
sup
‖M‖∗≤M
1
N
Tr
(
(X(k))>AY (l)M>
))
≤ 2LE
(
sup
‖M‖∗≤M
1
N
‖(X(k))>AY (l)‖σ‖M>‖∗
)
= 2LME
(
sup
‖M‖∗≤M
1
N
‖(X(k))>AY (l)‖σ
)
≤ 4.4MCL
√
p
[√
d
(k)
1 +
√
d
(l)
2
]
N
, (74)
here at the last line, C refers to the constant in Lemma C.6 and we have used our Lemma C.4.
Plugging this and (73) back into equation (69), we get
RN (FM) ≤ B
c
√
p
+
L∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
4.4MCL
√
p
[√
d
(k)
1 +
√
d
(l)
2
]
cN
≤
√√√√√∑k,l 18CLBM
[√
d
(k)
1 +
√
d
(l)
2
]
c2N
≤
K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
√√√√√18CLBM
[√
d
(k)
1 +
√
d
(l)
2
]
c2N
(75)
where at the second step, we have set p = BN∑
k,l 4.4CLM
[√
d
(k)
1 +
√
d
(l)
2
] . This concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Follows by plugging the bound from Lemma C.7 into Proposition C.8 together
with the subadditivity of Rademacher complexity.
C.5 Results on community side information
Here, we show how to refine the bounds from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 when the side information presents
the special structure of indicator functions of distinct sets.
First, we prove the following key Lemma.
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Lemma C.9. Let X ∈ Rm×A and Y ∈ Rn×B be auxiliary matrices whose columns are (non indicator
functions of distinct sets forming partitions {c1, c2, . . . , cA} and {s1, . . . , sB} of {1, 2, . . . , n} and
{1, 2, . . . ,m} respectively. Set t > 0 and consider the function class Ft :=
{
XMY >
∣∣‖M‖∗ ≤ t}.
The Rademacher complexity FN (Ft) satisfies
RN (Ft) ≤
√√√√18tBCL [√a+√b]
c2N
.
In particular, if we consider instead Gt :=
{
XMY >
∣∣ rank(M) ≤ r}, we obtain:
RN (Gt) ≤
√√√√18√CabrBCL [√a+√b]
c2N
,
where C is a bound on the predicted entries.
Proof. This follows from Lemma C.3 applied to the modified problem where for u ≤ A, v ≤ B, the
observationsRu,v are distributed according to the distribution ofRi,j +δi,j where (i, j) is drawn fromD
conditioned on i ∈ cu, j ∈ cv (note that Lemma C.3 allows for the observations of Ri,j to be perturbed
by random variables with distributions ∆i,j conditioned on (i, j), the differences between the values
of the ground truth matrix at different pairs (i, j) where the communities of i and j are fixed can be
absorbed into this perturbation).
As a consequence of the above Lemma, we obtain the following Theorem:
Theorem C.2. Consider the community side information setting of Section 3.2. With probability≥ 1−δ
over the draw of the training set, the solution to the optimization problem (11) with the constraint
|xkiMk,l(ylj)>| ≤ U ∀k, l, j, i on the entries9, for suitably definedMk,l and U satisfies
R(fˆ) ≤ 2
√
18CL2`U
c2N
(√
C1,1abr1,1
[√
a+
√
b
]
+
√
C1,2anr1,2
[√
a+
√
n
]
+
√
C2,1mbr2,1
[√
m+
√
b
]
+
√
C2,2mnr2,2
[√
m+
√
n
])
+ 2B
√
log(1/δ)
2M
+ E (76)
Note that in the general case, U could be determined through cross validation. However, in a
typical case of BOMIC+clusters with the ratings taking values in a bounded set, U can be set to the
corresponding upper bound on the ratings.
Proof. This follows from the subadditivity of the Rademacher complexity, Lemma C.3 (with B = L`U )
and the Rademacher theorem after noticing that for Y ∈ {Y (1), Y (2)} (resp. X ∈ {X(1), X(2)}) the
function class {X(2)MY >| : ‖M‖∗ ≤ t} (resp. {XM(Y (2))>| : ‖M‖∗ ≤ t}) is a strict subset of the
class {(X(1), X(2))MY>| : ‖M‖∗ ≤ t} = {Idm×mMY >} (resp. {XM(Y (1), Y (2))>| : ‖M‖∗ ≤
t} = {Idm×mMY >}).
9i.e. Uk,l = U ∀k, l
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Using exactly the same arguments, we obtain the following Theorem (under the same assumption):
Theorem C.3. For the BOMIC algorithm from Subsection 2.2, we have that with probability ≥ 1− δ
over the draw of the training set, we have
R(fˆ) ≤ 2
√
18CL2`U
c2N
(
2
√
C1,1 +
√
C1,2n
[
1 +
√
n
]
+
√
C2,1m
[√
m+ 1
]
+
√
C2,2mnr2,2
[√
m+
√
n
])
+ 2B
√
log(1/δ)
2M
+ E . (77)
For the BOMIC+ algorithm from subsection 2.2, we have that with probability ≥ 1− δ over the
draw of the training set, we have
R(fˆ) ≤ 2
√
18CL2`U
c2N
(
2
√
C1,1 +
√
C1,2b
[
1 +
√
b
]
+
√
C2,1a
[
1 +
√
a
]
+
√
C2,2abr2,2
[√
a+
√
b
]
+
√
C1,3n
[√
n+ 1
]
+
√
C3,1m
[√
m+ 1
]
+
√
C2,3anr2,3
[√
a+
√
n
]
+
√
C3,2bmr3,2
[√
m+
√
b
]
+
√
C3,3mnr3,3
[√
m+
√
n
])
+ 2B
√
log(1/δ)
2M
+ E (78)
C.5.1 Sketch of proof of lower bound
Here, we for completeness, we reproduce, the proof from Shamir and Shalev-Shwartz [2011], that the
bound O
(√
M[√m+√n]
N
)
on the Rademacher complexity of the function class {M : ‖M‖ ≤ M}
is tight. Assuming wlog that m ≤ n, for any t ≤ n3/2, consider a matrix R whose entries Ri,j
are i.i.d. Rademacher random variables for i ≤
⌊
t√
n
⌋
and where Ri,j = 0 otherwise. We assume
that the sampling strategy consists in uniformly drawing entries with i ≤
⌊
t√
n
⌋
. We have ‖R‖∗ ≤√⌊
t√
n
⌋ ⌊
t√
n
⌋
n ≤ t. However, since the entries with i ≤
⌊
t√
n
⌋
are independent, it is impossible for
any algorithm to achieve an expected loss below supD Ey∼D (0.25`(1, y) + 0.25`(−1, y)) with fewer
than 12
⌊
t√
n
⌋
n ≤ 14 t
√
n entries.
D Rademacher Theorem
Recall the definition of the Rademacher complexity of a function class F :
Definition D.1. LetF be a class of real-valued functions with rangeX . Let also S = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈
X be n samples from the domain of the functions in F . The empirical Rademacher complexity RS(F)
of F with respect to x1, x2, . . . , xn is defined by
RS(F) := Eδ sup
f∈F
1
n
n∑
i=1
δif(xi), (79)
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where δ = (δ1, δ2, . . . , δn) ∈ {±1}n is a set of n iid Rademacher random variables (which take values
1 or −1 with probability 0.5 each).
Recall the following classic theorem [Scott, 2014, Meir and , 2003, Bartlett and Mendelson, 2001]:
Theorem D.1. Let Z,Z1, . . . , Zn be i.i.d. random variables taking values in a set Z , and let a < b.
Consider a set of functions F ∈ [a, b]Z . ∀δ > 0, we have with probability ≥ 1− δ over the draw of the
sample S that
∀f ∈ F , E(f(Z)) ≤ 1
n
n∑
i=1
f(zi) + 2E(RS(F)) + (b− a)
√
log(2/δ)
2n
.
E Details of the matrix generation procedure for the synthetic data ex-
periments
Our generation procedure can be described as follows: let a˜ be the vector with components a˜i = i−m+12
and let b˜ be the vector with components a˜j = i− n+12 . Let a = a˜‖a˜‖ and b = b˜‖b˜‖ . We also write v1 ∈ Rm
for ( 1√
m
, 1√
m
, . . . , 1√
m
)> and v2 ∈ Rn for ( 1√n , 1√n , . . . , 1√n)> Then we define G = 12av>2 + 12v1b>
and S ∈ Rm×n where Si,j = (1/mn), if (i, j) ∈ {1, · · · ,m/2}×{1, · · · , n/2}∪{m/2+1, · · · ,m}×
{n/2 + 1, · · · , n}, and Si,j = −(1/mn) otherwise. Therefore, we can generate a matrix R ∈ Rm×n as
R(α) = αcG+ (1− α)cS, (80)
where α ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter that controls the relative intensities of the user/item biases and the
non-inductive component, and c is a scaling constant. Note that G is composed of the sum of two terms.
The first term a matrix with all rows being equal, whilst the scecond term’s columns are all equal. Thus
G is made up of user and item biases. On the other hand, the S matrix can be divided in four blocks
of equal sizes. The top left and bottom right blocks entries have a constant value of (1/mn). The
remaining block has entries with the value −(1/mn)
To perform the experiments we needed to select the parameters m,n, c and α. We chose m = n =
c = 10010 The parameter α ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1} was empirically selected in such a way that the
expected intensity of the biases component varied. Note that in the extremes of α interval the generated
matrix is just composed by one of the components.
To decide the number of observed entries and the sampling distribution, we considered two extra
parameters: the percentage of observed entries pΩ and a factor γ ∈ N that manages the sparsity
distribution. Given a fixed pΩ we randomly selected γ(pΩmn/(γ + 1)) entries in the first m/2 rows
and (pΩmn/(γ + 1)) in the remaining ones. The parameter pΩ was varied in {0.15, 0.30, 0.50} and the
parameter γ as varied in {1, 4} (γ = 1 means uniformly distributed).
Note that for SoftImpute we need an extra post-processing step to estimate the biases. In this
case, we calculate the matrix bias as the average of the SI-predicted matrix entries. Subtracting first
the SI matrix bias we calculated the users and the items bias by averaging the columns and the rows,
respectively.
10For a small number of incoherent eigenvectors, which is the situation in the case described here, the choice c =
√
mn
ensure entries of size close to one.
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F In depth literature review
In this section, we present a more in depth literature review
F.1 General literature review
A major step signaling the beginning of construction of a formal theory of matrix completion was
the introduction of the Soft Impute algorithm [Mazumder et al., 2010], which uses the nuclear norm
as a regularizer. Around the same time, the field witnessed a series of breakthroughs in the study of
how many entries are required to recover low rank matrix exactly [Candès and Tao, 2010, Candès and
Recht, 2009] or approximately from noisy entries [Keshavan et al., 2009, Koltchinskii et al., 2011].
Those works assume that the entries of the matrix are sampled uniformly. A simpler and more complete
approach to the same results was provided in both Recht [2011] and Gross et al. [2010]. The conclusion
of the works on exact recovery is that if the entries are sampled uniformly, it is possible to recover the
matrix with high probability assuming O(µrn log(n)2) entries are observed, where n is the dimension
of the matrix, and µ is some notion of coherence, which is O(1) if the singular vectors have roughly
equal components.
Of course, there is a huge branch of literature focusing on the optimization aspect of matrix
completion [Zhang et al., 2011, Jain et al., 2012, Hsieh and Olsen, 2014a, Yao and Kwok, 2019, Yang
et al., 2018, Hastie et al., 2015, Cai et al., 2010, Hsieh and Olsen, 2014b].
In Bell et al. [2007], user biases were trained jointly with other methods, including methods taking
time dependence into account, but no nuclear norm regularisation was used.
Other works [Negahban and Wainwright, 2012, Chen et al., 2015, Wan et al., 2018, Srebro and
Salakhutdinov, 2010] have focused on the case of non uniformly sampled entries. The general form of
the results obtained is (similarly to the uniform case) that O(rn log(n)2) observed entries are sufficient.
However, these results come at the cost of making strong explicit assumptions on the distributions,
sometimes with relevant constants showing up in the bounds.
The case of non uniform entries with absolutely no assumption on the sampling distribution is an
interesting one that commands a completely different approach. It was studied in Shamir and Shalev-
Shwartz [2011, 2014]. The most related work to ours is Chiang et al. [2018], where the authors study,
and provide generalisation bounds for a model composed of a sum of an IMC term and a standard soft
impute model. This model is a particular case of our model. Note we require to adapt proofs to obtain
bounds with a tighter dependence on the dimension both left and right side information for the bounds
to be non trivial in case of user biases. Furthermore, no notion of interpretability or orthogonality was
presented in Chiang et al. [2018].
Inductive matrix completion [Zhang et al., 2018, Herbster et al., 2019, Menon and Elkan, 2011,
Chen et al., 2012] is the problem of solving matrix completion with some side information: given some
features X ∈ Rm×d1 and Y ∈ Rd2×n, it tries to find a low rank matrix M such that R = XMY >
approximates the observed matrix well. It has found many successful applications in recent years [Li
et al., 2015, Natarajan and Dhillon, 2014, Shin et al., 2015]. Theoretical guarantees were provided
in Jain et al. [2012], Xu et al. [2013], Zhong et al. [2015]. Note that in the basic model, successful IMC
requires that the columns of X (resp. Y ) span the left (resp. right) singular vectors of the SVD of the
ground truth matrix (this case is often referred to as "perfect" side information). In Chiang et al. [2018]
the extended model R = XMY > +N , with nuclear norm regularisation applied to both M and N was
proposed. Recently, progress was made in the direction of matrix completion with side information
with the need to extract features jointly [Zhong et al., 2019].
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The idea of nuclear norm minimisation was also extended to tensors [Xue et al., 2017, Ghadermarzy
et al., 2018, Nimishakavi et al., 2018].
F.2 Matrix completion with graph side information
In Koren [2008, 2010], the authors propose a model based on user biases combined with neighborhood-
based models. In Kalofolias et al. [2014], Ma et al. [2011], Jamali and Ester [2010], Ma et al. [2008], Li
and Yeung [2009], Cai et al. [2011], the authors construct various low rank matrix completion problems
with regularizers inspired from the graph side information (typically, the feature vectors of adjacent
nodes in the graph are regularised to be close to each other). In Guo et al. [2015], the authors ingeniously
combine this idea with user biases. Notably, in Rao et al. [2015], some generalisation guarantees were
provided for such regularisation strategies.
F.3 Community discovery
In Ahn et al. [2018], the authors propose a probabilistic model to solve binary matrix completion with
graph side information based on the assumption that the users form communities: the assumption is that
each user’s rating is a noisy measurement of the preference of the cluster. The clusters are recovered
from the graph information via the Stochastic Block Model (SBM), and the cluster preferences are
then recovered from the observed data. Generalisation bounds and an asymptotic analysis are provided
for this model. In Qiaosheng et al. [2019] a similar model with further twists such as the existence of
atypical users and items is introduced, and a thorough and impressive complexity and generlisation
analysis is perforemed.
In Ding et al. [2006], the authors consider the problem of simultaneously clustering users and items
in an efficient way based on a single fully observed matrix.
Those works rely heavily on the more general problem of community discovery, which is concerned
with recovering "groups" or clusters of users given some side information such as a graph of interac-
tion [Abbe, 2018, Abbe et al., 2016, Abbe and Sandon, 2015, Holland et al., 1983, Saad and Nosratinia,
2018, Saad and Nosratinia, 2019, Yoon et al., 2018, Yang et al., 2013]. These models typically rely on
the assumption that the graph we observe is generated under the Stochastic Block Model, i.e., each edge
in the graph is present or absent with a given probability that depends (only) on the cluster assignments
of the two relevant nodes. We refer the reader to Abbe [2018] for a survey.
We note that the above approaches are crucially different from ours in that they do not allow for
non random user-specific behaviour within each cluster: in all of these works (except Qiaosheng et al.
[2019]), the behaviour of users/items is an independent noisy measurment of cluster behaviour, whilst in
our model, users exhibit their own behaviour on top of the cluster specific behaviour. In particular, in the
works above, there is no difference between predicting the matrix and predicting the clusters, whilst in
our setting, we usually assume the clusters are given and recover the matrix from them. In that respect,
our setting is more similar to the regularisation based technique [Kalofolias et al., 2014, Ma et al.,
2011, Jamali and Ester, 2010, Ma et al., 2008, Li and Yeung, 2009, Cai et al., 2011], but our method is
different. The paper Qiaosheng et al. [2019] is to our knowledge the only work that incorporates item
specific behaviour in a community detection context. They do so in a discrete fashion with the concept
of "atypical" movies and users, whilst our approach is a continuous one, which includes a the possibility
of representing any matrix (at a regularisation cost).
We note in passing that a different approach to extracting community information from graphs is
offered by graph neural networks [Defferrard et al., 2016, Wu et al., 2019, Henaff et al., 2015, Kipf and
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Welling, Micheli, 2009].
F.4 On some variants of the matrix completion problem
In Liu et al. [2017], the authors study a different problem, closely related to matrix completion, which
assumes the existence of an exact dictionary, and introduce a much weaker condition than uniform
sampling and incoherence, and show that typical optimization algorithms can recover the matrix even in
the. Before that, in Donoho and Elad [2003], similar results were shown under different assumptions.
In Recht et al. [2010], the author gives recovery guarantees for the more general problem of linear
matrix equations. In Liu et al. [2015], the authors study a multiview model for image data where a
common low rank representation of several different views of the datapoints, to be later fed to a matrix
completion algorithm.
Recently [Alaya and Klopp, 2019, Gunasekar et al., 2014], a form of transfer learning problem was
studied, where the same users rank different media such as movies, music, series etc.
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Notation Meaning
D Sampling distribution over entries
N Sample size
{(i1, j1), (i2, j2), . . . , (iN , jN )} Set of observed entries
PΩ projection on the set of observed entries
({(iα, jα) : α ≤ N} = Ω)
PΩ> projection on complement of set of observed entries
X(k) ∈ Rm×d(k)1 (k ≤ K) k’th left side information matrix
Y (l) ∈ Rn×d(l)2 (l ≤ L) l’th right side information matrix
d
(k)
1 dimention of k’th left side information
d
(l)
2 dimention of l’th right side information
M (k,l) ∈ Rd(k)1 ×d(l)2 Matrices to be trained in our model fi,j =
∑K,L
k,l=1X
(k)M (k,l)(Y (l))>
Mk,l Upper bound on ‖M (k,l)‖∗
Uk,l maxi,j
∣∣(X(k)M (k,l)(Y (l))>)i,j∣∣
Uk,l Upper bound on Uk,l
‖ .‖∗ Nuclear norm
‖ .‖σ Spectral Norm
f : {1, . . . ,m} × {1, . . . , n} → R Prediction function
fM Prediction function fi,j =
∑K,L
k,l=1X
(k)M (k,l)(Y (l))>
(M = (M1, . . . ,MK,L))
R(f) Expected risk E(i,j)∼D(`(f(i, j), Ri,j + δi,j))
Rˆ(f) Empirical risk
∑
(i,j)∈Ω `(f(i,j),Ri,j+δi,j))
#(Ω) =
∑N
α=1
`(fiα,jα ,Riα,jα+δi,j)
N
fˆ Solution to optimisation problem (11)
` Loss function
B Upper bound on value of the loss function `
L` Upper bound on the Lipschitz constant of the loss function `
R ∈ Rm×n Ground truth matrix (can be observed with noise)
δi,j , δα (if (iα, jα) = (i, j)) Sample from noise distribution of entry Ri,j ,
(follows distribution ∆i,j independently at each draw )
R(k,l) = (X(k))>RY (l) core matrix in k, l component of Ground truth matrix
X(k)R(k,l)(Y (l))> k, l component of Ground truth matrix
Ck,l Upper bound on entries of X(k)R(k,l)(Y (l))> (or R)
rk,l Upper bound on rank of X(k)R(k,l)(Y (l))> (equivalently R(k,l))
C Constant upper bound on the entries of the ground truth matrix R
c Constant from Lemma 4 in Bartlett and Mendelson [2001]
(control of Rademacher complexities via Gaussian complexities )
C Constant in Latała [2005] (cf Lemma C.6)
xki ith row of the matrix X
(k))
yki ith row of the matrix Y
(k))
Xk maxmi=1 ‖xki ‖2 = maxmi=1 ‖X(k)i, . ‖2
Yl maxni=1 ‖yli‖2 = maxmi=1 ‖Y (l)i, . ‖2
E Optimal risk E(i,j)∼D(`(Ri,j + δi,j , Ri,j))
X˜(k) Matrix whose cols come from completing X(k) into an orth. basis
Y˜ (l) Matrix whose cols come from completing Y (l) into an orth. basis
Sλ Singular value thresholding operator from earlier work
Λ = (λk,l)k≤K;l≤L A set of hyperparameters
SΛ Generalised SVTO defined in (4)
Table 2 – Table of notations for quick reference
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